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DAW TRIAL TO

$7,558,000

at Chicago but When Called This

City Mayor.

AIT Kl lUS

FOR GREAT MANY YEARS

New York. April 1. With the clos
ing of the tax books of the city for
correction of assessments levied early
in June,
Andrew Carnegie yielded
first place as the largest individual
ONCE
AT
END
WILL
TRIAL
taxpayer of the city to Mrs. Russell
Sage, who will pay on $7,558,000 this
year, while Mr. Carnegie will pay on

VIEWS OF EVENTS AS

HLICAXS

AUK MOKF.

THAN JVIU.IANT AT NKAVS
Chicago, April 1 Republican lead
era in the municipal campaign ending
today, expressed themselves delighted
with the letter printed In the Tribune
today, In which President Roosevelt
favors the election of Busse, republican candidate for mayor.
Democrats Are Not Pazrl.
Democrat leaders assert that the
letter coming as it does from a newspaper strongly In favor of Busse, Is
discredited In advance; and even if it
came'from the president it Is too late
to stop the progress of the vote which
has set in strong for Dunne. The
campaign today took on even more
lively an aspect than ever and political gatherings are advertised for all
sections of the city and for all hours
up to midnight.
Dirty Campaign.
The Chicago campaign has for sevand
eral days been a
lawyer-workin- g
contest. Its latest
bllingsgate
fest enfeatures are a
gendering bloody quarrels and the
starting of numerous libel suits, already aggregating $.1,000,000,
with
more to follow. The republican chairman claims Busse's elected by 40,000;
democrats estimate Dtinne's election
anywhere from 15,000 to 40.000. Kiev
cnth hour betting favors Busse but
the odds are small.

INQUISITORS WHO WILL
DECIDE

ON HARRY

THAW'S SANITY

'
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PKTKIt n. OLNF.Y.
Peter B. Olney, another lawyer on
tile thaw sanity commission, is a
giaduate from Harvard.
District
attorney of New York from 1883 to
1885.
Democrat anil Kplscopallali.
Trustee Teachers' college, New York.
Members many clubs. Brother of
Richard iilney.
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was anaesthetized und the pulse
.irtety in his left arm was severed.
The lartre eln in Mrs. Anderson's left
inn was severed and the artery ln-ofhusband was inserted In the
isi.in
For an hour the man's
Heart I'linijjfd blood into hi' wife's
cins
the arteries were
Then
II.-

:

law.

'ottlila n IH'tlres lYoiu Navy Yard.
Brooklyn, N. Y., April 1. Admiral
Joseph B. Coghlan, commandant of

the Brooklyn navy yard, was relieved
today from his duties, his retirement
On
for age having been reached.
the 1st of March he was given a revery
was
largely at
ception, which
tended by all the navy officials of
the post, and many naval officials
outside.

F ARMERS

This All Fools Day the Hat Was Loaded
MANY PEOPLE PERISH IN GRANITE CUTTERS MAKE
EARTHQUAKE SHOCKS
AND DEEP SNOW

STREET

WAGES TODAY

At Bltlls. Turkish

Armenia. St. Louis Brewers Out Des
plte Threat of Open Shop
American Mission Wrecked.
If Not Return.
Loss of Life Unknown.

SCHOOL AND FURNITURE
OTHER INFORMATION FROM
MAKERS PLEAD GUILTY
LANDS ACROSS SEAS
Constantinople, April 1. Tho report that a Bevere earthquake, accompanied by a loss of life, has occurred at BiUis, . Turkish Armenia,
appears to be cn'mwined, but the
4
number of deaths is unknown.
sxow was tvi:ntv-fivf- .

Dallas. Texas, April 1. The gran
ite cutters In all the large cities of
Texas struck today. They demand an
Increase from, 33 to 35 cents per day.

New York, April 1. According to
advices received in New York from
W. W. Peet, treasurer of the American mission at Constantinople,
the
Americans and their people In the
In
mission
Bltlls have been rendered
homeless, the snow In the vicinity
being twenty-liv- e
feet deep.

owners of breweries to declare an
open shop today, unless tho striking
employes resumed work, pending ar
bltratlon of the wuge scale dispute,
none of the union
workers
...
..
.
. ,
.... returned
1.
lilts miiw 1.uiriirm iieiu ci
I'f hiii ft.
conference to decide what further
tcps to take.
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St. Douls, April 1. Ignoring the
threat made Saturday night by the
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London, April 1. Tho situation at
Bltlls, which Is built on a rocky
slope, with the houses constructed of
stone, having Hat, earthen roofs,
causes fear that a great amount of
damage has been done.
Instruction!
have been sent to the local authorl- ties to afford relief to the Inhabitants,
but there is doubt as to whether out
side help Is needed.

to htiFX;tiii:x
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AT WALL

STRIKE FOR HIGHER!

KNOW I.KIK.K
Kilt .l ll.T.
Chicago, April 1. F. A. Holbrook
secretary of tho manufacturers' combination on school and church furni
ture, who recently was indicted by
grand
Jury on the
the federal
charge of conspiracy to effect corn- bines in prices lu restraint of trade
today entered a plea of guilty before
Judge landls.
Sentence Is deferred
on the pleas of nolle contendere en
tered by the various companies In
dieted at the same time.
111

Wilkesbarre, Pa., April
Presi- I F.AV1XO ASSF.MIUYMAX
dent Mitchell, of the United Mine
niltXFriTS SKAT VACANT.
Is
Albany, N. Y., April 1. The va
expected
Workers' union,
here
this week with a large force of or cancy made by the death of Assem
ganizers to make an effort to win blyman Burnett, will be left vacant
back the manv mine workers who for the remainder of the term. Va
have deserted during the past year. Icancles would ordinarily be filled at
There are now only 30,000 members special elections ordered by the gov
of the union out of the lfiO.OOO mine ernor before today but as the con
workers In the anthracite region .! stituents of Assemblyman Burnett
The men lost Interest In the union specially petitioned that the vacancy
after the three years agreement with not be filled, the governor has left
lit vacant.
the operators was made last May.

Frenzied Finance No Longer Disturbs Farmers.
DAVID McCLLTlK.

David McClure, one of the two
lawyers on the Thaw sanity commission, Is one of the best known members of the New York bar. For a
number of years he has been identified with public causes.
For some
time he was a member of a citizens'
advisory board, appointed to assist
t lie chief of police of New
York in
clearing the metropolis of vice. Mr.
McClure is known as a corporation
tu yer.
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Dr. Putzel, who Is the medical man
on the Thaw sanity commission, is regarded as one of the foremost alienists of the day. He is an expert on

pros
Washington, Aptil 1
he
perity of the United States cannot be
destroyed by Wall street Hurries, in
the judgment of Secretary of Agriculture Wilson.
Financiers have come to Washington to consult with the president, and
have asserted that only good crops
during the coming season would save
the country from serious business and
financial depression.
There will be
such crops, according to Secretary
1

Wilson.

"No longer can there be anything
like universal crop failure," said thu
secretary yesterday.
"There is n
reason to anticipate anything unusual
one way or the other this year. Our
people now understand more about
the growing of crops, how to prepare
the soil, how to sow seed, and how
to cultivate plants and harvest grain.
"The Hurries occurring In Wa!l
street are not affecting the farm
population at all. Many of the
farmers do not know anything about
them and if they do. they think there
is simply a maripulation of stocks
with which they are not concerned.
You cannot get the farmer to touch
anything of that kind now, because
he does not know what the consequences may be.
"A sad reflection on our railroad
stocks ut this time is the fact that
northwestern farmers who have made
and are making money know so little about railroad
securities and
have so little confidence in them that
they won't toucn them, but are vending hundreds of millions of dollars
across the border Into Canada to buy
land, which they know
won't run
aw ay."
The secretary deprecated the failure of railroads to furnish transportation for crops, pointing out that
many bins were full of grain t a result of the lack of transportation. In
consequence money that would have
been paid for ttu e crops
not in
circulation.
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Specials to The Evening Cltlen.
rrescott. Arl.. Anrll i. At mid
night last night, amidst weeping and
waning ana gnashing of teeth, ther
were celebrated the most lmnoslns
and most largely attended
funeral
ceremonies ever known In this terrl
tory.
Mr. Green
Cloth Tiger, havlnar
died, his remains at the solemn hour
of midnight were consigned to their
final resting place, to be gathered
thence no more forever. For many
years Mr. Tiger had foeen one of tho
foremost citizens of Arizona, of much
weaitn ana political power, standing
high In the estimation of many of
the citizens of the territory and an
object of great Interest to visitors
from the states. His liberality had
been large, especially to the cause of
education, to which he had ever been
a willing contributor.
It was, there
fore, appropriate that on the death
of so distinguished a citizen, his obsequies should be elaborately celebrated, not only In this city, but In
every place of any Importance In the
territory.
In this city the funeral was especially In charge of Mr. Soda to Hock,
with Mr. Double Owe a chief marshal, assisted by Messrs. Black, Green
and Ued. Dr. Faro-Crap- s
delivered
the chief eulogy, which lu many
parts was so eloquent and pathetic
that It brought tears to the eyes of
the sad and sympathetic friends of
the deceased, who had so long lived
upon his liberality.
The two chief
mourners were Mr. Never Pay Debts
and Constable Garnishee, while the
funeral dirge was elegatly rendered
by a large band of tin horns.
The retinue of servants, whom the
deceased had kept In his employ, dispersed at the grave, and It Is thought
that while most of them will seek
greener fields and pastures new. a
few .of them may seek positions lu
some eY the legitimate and useful occupations of ordinary life and business.
Mr. Tiger had some enemies to
whom his death brings gratification.
Among them may be mentioned Kev.
Good Man and Messrs. Liquor Dealer
and Drewer. Mr. Good Man always
contended that Mr. Tiger, 'because of
the peculiar methods of his business
affairs, was a constant menace to the
community, and
morals of the
Messrs. Liquor Dealer and lirewer always said that Tiger was both a disgrace and a menace to legitimate interests.
At all events, he Is gone, and we
shall never look upon his like again.
Arlxona Gamblers Take a Sneak.
Phoenix. Ariz., April 1. Like a
voice from Tombstone o rthe pitiful
pleading of the famous military
shade of much maligned Yuma, begging for blankets. Is the despairing
wall that Is going up from Arizona
gamblers today, owing to the enforcement of the new territorial law
against gambling.
Authorities state
that the law will be strictly enforced
and no games of any kind will be
allowed to run within the confines of
Gambling was ended
the territory.
In this city two months ago by the
operation of a municipal ordinance.
The public school fund of Arizona
will lose about $D7,on a year, formerly collected through the medium
of licences on gambling houses, by
the enforcement of the new law. The
measure has the support of a large
part of the citizens of the territory,
ltest to his labors and peace to hH
bones.

Secretary Wilson Says Tha

nervous diseases and insanity, having
been u stu.ient f,.r mole than thirty
years. He lives lu New York. He began the study of medicine ut liellevue
Misci.' l and the proper connection
Hospital Medical college. For a numtile
in.
ber of years he was associated with
night Mrs. Anderson's blood Dr. Janeway. His book on "Funclu-iJ
per cent of red cor-i- u tional Nervous Diseases" is a standst ff.oweil
Dr. ard uuthoritv.
Its and she is cheerful.
He
also a connoisays she will recover.
.
seur in art
ii.--

non-reside- nt

J

Anderson Suffers Knife to
Break Course of Dread
Anemia.
Philadelphia, Pa., April 1. For
ihe first time lu this city, utid tile second time in the history of American
surgery, transfusion of blood has
been resorted to here to save the life
of a patient.
Mrs. Peter Anderson
was dying from anemia in the Polyclinic hospital.
The doctors decided
upon a bold stroke to save her life,
and the husband of the dying woman
cheerfully permitted
two quarts of
his blood to be pumped into his
life's veins.
The woman was brought back to
consciousness, and now has more
than a. fighting chance for complete
recovery. Anderson himself, though
iveakened by the loss of blood, and
ihe ordeal of the operation, soon rallied, and bids fair to be himself again
m a few days.
Mrs. Anderson is about 3" years
old. aril has been a sufferer front
ineinia f ir many years.
Gradually Mrs. Anderson faded
away until she was but a shadow of
h.-former self.
Las'. Saturday night the end seemed
near. Mrs. Anderson sank into a
11. r breathing
coma.
was almost
imperceptible and her skin even more
color! ss than a sheet of paper.
Then Dr. Itlesman determined to
nke a desperate chance. He knew
i hat a physician in the city, Dr. G. M.
Dorrti.ce, of 1016 Locust street, had
been experimenting for three years
n the absorbing problem of "blood
transfer." Dr. Dorrance was hastily
umrnoned and Anderson offered his

si

Philadelphia, Pa.. April 1. Under
the lead of the Pennsylvania rail
road the trunk lines today raised the
rates on coal and other heavy com
modities at an average of ten per
cent. Bituminous coal Interests of
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia and
West Virginia had been formally In
formed that in making contract for
the next coal year, which begins to
day they should understand that the
railroads do not guarantee to con
tinue rates previously prevailing.' Fie
sides coal, iron ore, coke, limestone
cement, .sand, finished Iron and steel
are among the commodities upon
which higher rates are now exacted
The railroads concerned Include the
Pennsylvania,
Baltimore & Ohio
Reading, Jersey Central, New York
Lehigh
Central, Erie, Lackawanna,
Valley, Cheseapeake
Ohio
A
and
Norfolk & Western.

WIFE'S

LIFE WITH

non-resld-

LAKGK IXCKF.ASF, IV
KATKS OF HEAVY lTtFIGHT,

mud-slingl-

s.i.oih) not virr ItAISKD.
The committee In charge of
raising 15.000 with which to buy
land for the tie pickling works is
still hard at work at its task. On
account of several of the public
spirited merchants and business
men, who had been counted on
for subscription, being out of
the city, and others who had
been counted on but refused to
subscribe, the committee is yet
many hundreds of dollars short
of its goal

erty
dence.
Third on the list Is John D. Kocke
feller, who Is assessed this year upon
property and
personal
$2,500,000
$550,000 upon his home.
pay upon a
A.
will
Clark
William
total assessment of $2,775,000 thlt
year, of which $2, 600.000 is levied
against his mansion In Fifth avenu
and $275,000 upon personal property
levied under the Saxe
law, which is In force this year for
the first time.
Charles M. Schwab, who is next on
the list, will pay taxes on $2,029,000,
of which $1,500,000 is levied against
his residence. In Riverside drive, and
the balance upon personal property
under the new law affecting non-redents.
Is
Mrs. Adelaide Yeskes Mizner
fifth in the list, paying taxes upon
$2,000,000, of which $1,600,000 is as
sessed against her Fifth avenue resl
dence, and $500,000 upon personal
property.
J. Plerpont Morgan will pay taxes
on $1,740,000, of which $1,340,000 is
levied against his residence, while
Fldrldge T. Gerry will pay on $1,455,- is levied
000, of which $106,000
against personal property under the

CON
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300

AND

CATTLE

Disaster-Pennsylva-

where.

$5,000,000 of personal prop
and $2,300,000 upon his resl

SSaxe

STRIKE

BURNED

Action of Legislature Endorsed by Texas Collision of Frclgt
Trains
the People EveryCauses

ed Into

Fltz-gener- al

CHANGES IN

SEN! TO THE CITIZEN

I7.S00.00O.

New York, April 1. Probably the
Thaw lunacy commission will report
Thursday morning.
The case was
adjourned last week, until this morning; and when the Jury was called
before the court today. Justice
adjourned the trial again until Thursday morning.
The lunacy commission will meet
tomorrow and It Is expected that they
will be ready to report Thursday. In
case the commission finds Thaw now
Insane, within the meaning of the
law, trial will be stopped but otherwise It will be resumed at once.
It is doubtful if the defense will
call any other witnesses. As soon as
the defense rests, the summing up
will begin and under an agreement
made by the attorneys will rest for
two days.

pMff.

Gambling Passed Away Last More Conferences Were Yet
Night From Sister
to Be Held During
Territory.
This Afternoon.

Second, and John
D. Third. With Senator
Clark Fourth.

Mrs. Sage s assessment consists of
President's Letter Delights Re Doubtful If Defense Will Introduce $5,000,000
property
personal
In
$330,000 against her residence, and
Any New Testimony
pabllcans. Democrats Claim
12,258,000 against the estate of her
husband.
After This
Not Scared at All.
Mr. Carnegie's assessment Is divid

Chicago. April 1. The Tribune to
day says: President Roosevelt today
broke his reserve upon the Chicago
muyonality fight and authorized the
Tribune to say to the people of Chi
cago that he heartily desires the elec
tion of Postmaster Busse. The pres.
dent's position Is clearly and emphat
Ically set forth In the dispatch from
WashlnKton corres- the Tribune's
Is
nondent. In which the president
uuoted as saying:
"I can wish Chicago no better for- tttfce than to have Mr. Ilusse as mayor, because he has shown by what he
has done as postmnster that he would
make one of the best and most em
oient executives any city could possib
ly have.

r
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i

RECORDED

IF THAW NOW INSANE

WORST CONTEST KNOWN

NO

ARIZONA

Morning Carnegie

Judge Fitzgerald Adjourned Till Fourth.

Election There For

TIGER'S DEATH

TAXES

THURSDAY

AT LAST

In

IS. SAGE PAYS

AGAIN

TAKEN PART

Not In Strike

Tha turning Cltlnn,
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RAILROADS
CONTROLLED

AND PROTECTED

President Declines to Address Illinois Manufacturers

but

He
Sends Letter Outlining Mis Views-EveDeclares Have Justified Previous Stand.
nts

1.
April
Washington,
President
Koosevelt in declining the invitation
of the Illinois Manufacturers' association to make an address at Springfield next week on the railroad and
financial situation, writes a letter to
H. Smith, president of the association,
explaining that such an address by
him at this tune would be useless as
his position was well understood and
that he stands by all his previously
expressed views.
'roin an authontlve source it Is
learned that the president has not the
slightest intention of taking any action which would invalidate the railroad securities.
The president's holds, on the other
hand, that every executive action of
his administration regarding railroads
has furnished its own justification.
Neither has the president, It Is pointed out. made any reference to the
physical valuation of railroads, holding that the road are capable of
working out the problem for themselves.
Attention is called to the fact that
the Northern Pacific and the Great
Northern already have submitted figures regarding such valuation. It is
also understood that the president
will again ask congress for power to
deal with the over capitalization of
the roads, which request was denied
ut the last session.
The president in his letter to Smilh
outlines at length his position on the
railroad and the financial question,
by means of copious extiaets from
a Speech lie
it Kaleigh. N.

05,
C., October 19,
In
a speech delivered
1

another from

Washington
November 14, 19 05, and from his late
message to congress. Ills position
since the time of his addresses and
mussages, the president declares, has
been amply Justified, by the course
of events.
Its wisdom Is obvious, he adds, and
there is no occasion or reason for
amplification at present.
Quoting from the llaliegh address,
the president calls attention to his
should
belief that the government
own nothing which can properly be
left In private hands, but that such
regulations
be
should
exercised
against all railroads as to insure their
operation In a spirit of fairness to all
concerned.
Whatever powers the government
wields must be with wisdom, caution
and self restraint.
The railroads, he declared, must be
protected from public clamor no
matter how "inletit, when the roads
are in the right.
Referring to his Washington address, the president says railroad
rates are not as a whole too high, but
that the evils that exists are due
to unjust discrimination
and this
should be prevented by law. In quoting from his message to congress, the
president outlines again His well
known views favoring effective governmental supervision over corporate
organizations, holding that any effort
to prevent all combination would be
useless and vicious. He also justifies
the new Intertiite t 'oiiiineree liiw

nia

Tests Succeed.
Chicago, April I. The situation In
the controversy between the western
railroads and the trainmen and conductors today was not materially
changed from yesterday.
Another series of conferences will
be held during the day, In which
Chairman Knapp, of the Interstate
commerce commission,
and Labor
Commissioner Neall will participate.
Knapp said today: "There is nothing that I can say now and I will not
have anything to say until I am cer-tul- n
that my efforts can produce no
further results for good.
The situation is not hopeless and I feel encouraged, 'but that is all I can say
now. 1 do not mean that any agreement Is certain, but that something
may yet be done."
I'ltKIGIITS COLLI DK WITH
PKADLY JIKSILTS.
Fort Worth. April 1. Six men are
reported killed in a collision between
two freight trains on the Missouri
and Texas railroads at Uethel
switch, six miles south of here.
Thirty freight cars were burned.
The six men killed were trainmen.
Over SOU head of cattle were burne.d'
and eight cars of merchandise destroyed In the fire which followed the
collision.
The failure of the crev
northbound to receive orders Is said
to be responsible for the wreck.
Pu-clfl- lc

SKKM
SVKP1USE
TO WOItK VKIIY WU.L
New York, April 1. The Pennsylvania railroad within the last three
months has held surprise tests on ltlines. In which 97 per cent of the engineers complied absolutely with the
company's rules In bringing
their
trains to a stop..
The other 3 per
cent stopped their trains after passing the signal. Thesp men were
marked deficient and severely ' disciplined.' '
TI-ST-
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CASE

OF

.

IS

SLATED

FOR

TUESDAY
In

District Court-Grego- ry
Page Charged With Death
of Walter Jones.
grand

The territorial

glen the

Goldschmldt-liuchec-

case at

Jury

was
A

hl

o'clock today,
and It was st'M out ut 1 o'clock this
afternoon. This case is the one that
has been before the court for a long
time, und which has been delayed
once or twice to llulsh up other caes.
The principal question Involved Is
whether or not the defendants ' made
themselves liable for certain liquors
delivered to Charles Heiscil.
The rase of Theresa Bruno vs. Jos.
Vergolio is being heard this afternoon. The plaintiff seeks to replevin
certain property.
Gloml

12:3U

The case of the territory

of

Newr

Mexico vs. Gregory Page, of Gallup,
who Is charged with murder In thi
l4"l or Old (.ii'ird.
degree, will be begun tomor1.
April
Six second
Douglas,
Ariz.
Page.
row.
Is alleged. Indicted In.
months ago Douglas by high license Juiy upon theIt person
of one Walter
restricted gambling lu this city to Jones at Gallup In December,
one roulette wheel, and a special po- and the n.an died us a result. 1903,
The
liceman was detulled to attend that
has been brought here on a
and see that It closed ut 10 p. m. case
change
MeKinley
venue
of
from
sharp. At that hour last night tho county.
policeman was at hand. As the fateful hour drew neur all bets were put ( ' U N I V COM M ISSK I '.ltS
on 23 "sklddoo."
The last turn
AUK IN SKKSIOX.
was made and the ball dropped In IT
board of county commissionwas ersThe
Iflxmi
black and Clarence
are in session at the court house
saved.
this afternoon.
The meeting Is the

Territory.
1.
Scott
April
Wtialey hail ut this place the largest
gambling house in Die territory. At
midnight, last night, the lid was put
on, amidst tiring of guns, anvils and
The law will be enlire works.
forced
All urc SalMtfri.
Clifton, Ariz., April 1. Gambling
Th
closed at 12 o'clock last night.
general feeling here Is one of satisamong
houses.
business
faction
Kven the liquor men do not regret It.
In

Ilisbee.

Ariz.

Much Cheap Property.
Williams, Ariz., April 1. Saloons
were busy this morning moving out
Implements.
and storing gambling
All seem pleased but the Mexican
monte dealers, who do not understand what the movement means.
AND TIIK XKXT PAY IT UMNKD

Monday, the day following a
display of new millinery of variety to suit every fancy, it rained in Albuquerque. Fortunately
the weather man held the showers off long enough to give the
dear women a chance to wear
those delicate and costly creations of ribbons, silks, feathers
and birds. What a calamity It
would have been hud the showers taken place this time Sunday! Hut it didn't. K.ister cum:
and went a perfect day. Milady
wore the new hat to church, saw
her friends eye it emlou-l- y and
got safely home. So let the raindrops hpatter on the window.
Who cares? We toed lie ruin
and the Kuster bonnet is a f e

MtHilMlllilH

regular monthly one, and aside front
the auditing and approving of the
bills against the county, there was
little of Importance to come before
the body.

m:
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Pittsburg,
Pa.. April 1. i his is
the first year when the new regulation making May 1st tho moving day
has gone Into effect, and as there
ure many families, us well us busileases
ness houses, whose long-terexpire today they have been rushing
during
the
to secure habitations
month of April. Hoarding house
are profiting through the change, us
the families obliged to move through
the expiration of their leases have
some place where to lay their heads.
M AI Oil III A IU ItX OF PF.XX.
INAI ;i KATFD.
SI I AM
Philadelphia. Pa.. April I. Mayor
Fleet lieyburn was formally inaugurated mayor of Philadelphia today.
The crowd was large to witnesK the
new mayor take the oath.
V

w

nv ji
n itIKnM
I.

i:
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Special to ihe i:eiiiug Citizen.
Washington. April 1. If no
railroad strike nor delay lu re- ceiving necessary supplies ami
materials, heads of the reclama- it now predicts the
tion
completion of the diversion dam
in the MesilU valley by the 1st
of June.
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NEWSPAPERS

grandee, and the
who were analyzing the

fleers. Spanish

t'ntil that time, when fires hnd been
reported nt nil. It wns a mere
of the number "f builillnR

burned and their value. James Gordon Hennett wrote the ytory of the
blK blniie. and put In the "human
feutures, describing; the
Interest"
the trouble
work of the firemen,
with broken
hoe. and Incident
among the upectator. That was the
beginning of the 'Xory In detail." Jt
pold 25.000 copies of the paper, and
1y request was printed again the
next duy with additions. In 1S71 this
same paper devoted ll page to th"
beginning of the great fire In Chicago, and a year ago It found five
pnges of matter to print about the
great Sun Francisco conflagration.

SA
TREATED

Have Passed Through Four
When the yacht America won the
cup In S5
which no Kuropean has
Different Stages Before
ever been able to recapture, the New
Yotk papers disposed of the race In
the Present One.
less than a fourth of a column. Th
1

MANY

!

.

lust time the race was run a Sunday
paper found ten pages of news In It.
came New
Hefore the telegraph
York papers employed swift yachts
to meet vessels coming from Kurope;
carrier pigeons were Kent from Hall-f- a
v, where the
ocean ship first
landed, and pony expresses were
ork and
maintained between New
the cnpltal. Hurlng the Mexican war
a llaltlmore newspaper organized a
pony express from Italtimore to No
Orleans, and got Its war news hours
ahead of the government service.
The first use to which the telegraph
was put was to carry news for the
pupers. In 1846 Henry Clay made a
speech op the Mexican war at Lexington, Ky. It was taken eighty miles
to Cincinnati and from there telegraphed to the New York Herald,
In
which printed It next morning
full. It was the first speech ever sent
by wire, and Its publication caused
,
a veritable sensation. In that
when the Oregon boundary
question was the burning issue an I
trouble with Kngland was expected,
or
the cry of
of
fight!" caused a combination
papers to charter a swift pilot boat
to get the latest news from Kngland.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF

CHANGED

1

USE OF NEWS

Dana More Than any Other Editor
Contributed to Change in
Featuring News Events.
k .i. iiAski.v)
iu:ii:uistates
the newspapi

iitv i
in the United

r
five
has passed through
distinct
epochs, so far as the nature of Its
purpose is concerned.
llefore th.?
revolution the f w papers published
were mainly devoted to firing the
colonial heart against the Mnglish
crown, and to the formation of a national patriotism. After the adoption
of the constitution and the beginning
of our present government, the newspapers were for a time the mouthpieces of the politicians for a day
when politics was s bitter as wormwood,
liut the subservient editor.
When Lincoln was killed more
xoon found that It wan through them than
three weeks elapsed before the
that the politicians were enabled to comment
Kuropean press apcarry on these wars, and they re- peared Inof the
newspapers.
American
belled.
When Garfield was shot the press
two
columns
associations
furnished
Then came the era when the news- next morning of what the nionarchs
paper was the personal property of and
newspapers of the old world had
its editor, an editor with an ambition to say deploring the tragedy. The
to rule In politics. This type flour- oceanic cable was a success as early
ished for three decades, and during as 1SB6, but It was In the Franco-I'russla- n
Its continuance the editors molded
war of 1870 that It was first
the public thought and shaped the used for newspapers
any considpublic, policy.
Well nigh all power-ful- l erable extent. At first tothe cable rat-wIn politics, the newspaper was still
J 100 for twenty words, and it
a thing which appealed to but few took a rich
newspaper to pay the
of the masses. Devoted altogether to tariff.
the. science of government, it printed
only as a side line, and exPractically all of the papers In the
cluded from Its columns nearly all years just before the civil war had
ihrit would interest young people or the same "make up." Congressional
women. Then the newspaper real- or Washington news came first, then
ized its principal mission of gather-iri- s the. Kuropean news If a vessel had
and publishing the news. Poli- arrived and after that whatever littics was still the most Important, tle local news that could measure up
however, and each prominent paper to the standard of the day. There
was the "organ" of one of the ureal was always some poetry, n chapter of
parties, fighting for Its own saints a novel, and advertisements galore.
and its own scoundrels without let or
Lastly comes the great
hindrance.
Charle A. Dana, of the New York
American newspapei of today, print-I- n Sun, more than any other one man
something
news
the
and with It
was responsible for the. revolution In
for every member of the family. It the manner of handling the news. He
takes a lively Interest In politics at broke away from the conventional
times, but instead of being tied to notion that Washington events wer- any particular party's apron strings. always most Important, and made
Is ,ii ore often entirely Independent as each Item of news stand on Its own
to linn and measures.
merit s to Interest. This movement
did away with the old style of reThe development of the American porting the deliberations of emigres-verbatinews-papeIs best shown in the evoand in sequence, as Is now
lution of the handling of news. When done only In tho Congressional Itec-orWilliam Henry Harrison, ninth presiThis way of printing the news
dent of the United States. died a from congress was responsible
for
month after he had tuken the oath the fact that when President Andrew
ol" office, in IK 41, and was succeeded
Johnson was Impeached.
the
by John Tyler, one of the greatest
the New York Tribune was
newspapers of the country told all It forced of
to read through four columns
thought worth while about the death of unimportant matter to get on to
of the president In a o.uarter of a the impeachment of the president In
co?.imn.
It didn't mention the fact the house of representatives.
t
Mr. Tyler would succeed him.
Feats of American newspaper enevidently assuming that everybody terprise have astonished the world
presl-deNt.
ought to know who was vice
Tile New York Herald sent Henry M.
A few weeks later the editorStanley to Africa to find Livingstone.
ial columns blazed
with comment Only last year James Keeley, of
ali Ht Tyler, but the news said never
Tribune, went to Africa in
a .ord.
pursuit ot an aosconuing Dank casli
ler and caught him. During the civil
When Lincoln was assassinated
j war
New
Herald bad slxty- ling New York newspapers next tltreethespecial York
In the
published four columns field, a field correspondents
mi Tiling
staff larger than any
about It. The Herald's display headpaper has ever had. before or since,
line was the single word "Importworking on one line.
ant." Sixteen years later, when llai'-l- i
d was shut, the first day's news
The Spanish war gave the modern
wls given to New York 111 thlrty-si- . American newspaper a thaiuv to
No show what it could do.
column of reading matter.
When the
were printed of the presi- Nashville tired the lirst shot across
dent .ami tin- only Illustration was a the bows of the lluena Ventura, the
diagram
of
the railroad
station New York Journal found enough inwhere the assassin attacked his vic- terest in the fact to justify a paper
tim. After another twenty years Mu-- next morning which devoted more
lley was shot at HulYalo. One New space to that one event than all of
York newspaper next morning had llie newspapers In New York put totwelve pages of matter concerning gether had devoted to tile battle of
the assassination. Including twenty-on- e Gettysburg. The buttle of Gettyshalftone engravings, and a car- burg got a headline across the collo, n deputing the grief of Hi.' umn, while the tirst shot of the war
with Spain commanded headlines as
stricken nation.
wide as the paper, and nearly all of
183"i.
December,
a
a t
there was
in
issue was devoted
ttr.at tire in New York which tie-t- f to half-ton- e
pictures of battleships,
veil $211.0011.000 worth of property. forts, naval commanders, army of- sam-year-

"Fifty-four-fort-

a--

ne-v-

i

g
The Invention of the
process from which comes the
half-ton- e
has done much to change
of
the character and appearance
newspapers.
by
wood
Illustration
cuts was slow and expensive. The
lnc etching was a failure nine times
an
out of tin. and the chalk-plat- e
abouvliiayi((nj
In pn
The half-ton- e
quick and accurate that it Is the ideal
In the '90's the color
Illustration.
press came Into use. Printing newspapers in colors has never proved
popular In the greater part of the
I'nlted States, although In Colorado
epidemic of
there Is a
red headlines. The color press made
possible
supplement
and
the comic
e
polltlco-- t
put many of the
mule weeklies out of business. The
variety had cheapened
them. and
there Is a distinct movement against
the 'comic," not only In the churches
ami schools, but among newspaper
photo-engravin-

men.

Is the Secret of
COMPLETE HEALTH.

world-famo-

and

us

system-cleaner-

s,

Bowel Medicine
that will

help you KEEP CLEAN
INSIDE.

The body of man is the

most perfect &.nd delicate mechanism in existence, and the bast
OBSTRUCTION or accumulation of filth in any part of it, will

make it hobble, move IRREGULARLY and SPASMODIC ALLY,
and if not attended to promptly may stop the machine altogether.

Isn't that plain common sense to any person that has had
any experience with machinery of human invention, from the
sewing; machine to the
n
engine? All the parts,
joints, connections, gearings, must be kept absolutely pure and
clean to get the best results. A careless, untidy engineer is a
triple-expansio-

failure and will lose his job.

Nature ha been kind to us by handing over to us to be occupied dur-in- g
our earthly existence, an almost automatic, elastic mechanism, that will
run itself if only properly cared for.
Ail that She asks, is that the body be supplied with "Pure Food " fuel
ef the njht kind, applied in the right way, that a lubricant be furnished
for the joints, muscles, nerves through the marvelous distributing and collecting system of arteries and eins,-a- nd
that all parts of the engine be used
ior the purposes intended without undue strain.
But, when little mistakes are made in eating and drinking, with perhaps
excessive exertion, there is a liability of a stoppage in the natural cleansing
process, and you are liable to become UNCLEAN INSIDE.
That means obstruction, stoppage cf the normal functions, fermen'a-tion- .
poisoning of the blood by your own decaying sewage, and a .liability
of the development of any of hundreds of serious diseases,
Cascarets Candy Cathartic are fragrant, sweet, mild but effective little
Ublets that were first compounded from pure, harmless, vegetable substances, under a Pure Drug of their own, in 1806. These tablets proved to
Yt the greatest lubricators for the Bowels ever discovered, and at the same
t me a destroyer of disease germs in the whole alimentary (food) canal.
They have now a sale of over a million boxes a month.
They are a pure, reliable, means of keeping the system clean, prevent-i-.- g
all diseases arising from accumulations in Constipation, and also reliev-.-- g
and aiding the "lire of chronic conditions after they have developed
l:om neglect.
Begin today to watch your conditions, be careful of your food and
'.
methods of living and learn to take precaution of '"Keeping Clean In-- '.
.v:th Cascarets. Buy a little 10c. box from your own draggist TO-- .
AY. be convinced and join our MILLIONS OF FRIENDS.
L- sjte to "Get What Ycu Ask For" the Genuine, every tablet stamped
c C C."
7a
fcen-e-i-

are right

"Io you belief dot tier fisli expect ns. osgar?"
"Vess, yess. I drnppci deni a line we warn camlng, Adolf."
"Please be so klnt as to ltant me a angle vorm."
"We are ctuld of dem. All we haf in der can are rount."
"Den I bedder pud diss Wienerwurst on der hook."
"Ion'd. Id Iss crucliiesN to animals."
"Valt. I dink I heard a nibble."
"Hh-h-He as still as a mice."
"Answer me why, blease?"
you
might catch a cattish."
"Hecoss
"Why are you pudding on your line a mock orangtch?"
"To catch a mock turtle, ha, ha. ha!"
"Ef you make a noise like a freckle you inighd get :i rise ouid ot a
sunfish."
"I voinler ef dere Iss any tarpon here'.""
"I guess you mean tarpaulin. No. Hud deie Iss a can of mustart
sadlnes in my ciat pocket."
"Ah. here Iss a fish. Vot makes him so Hlibbery?""
"Oh, he iss covered mlt dose sliding scales, ha. ha. ha!"
"Vot do you call him?"
"Here, holt my pole und I vlll ask him."
"I am nfra'l to end him. Ied us drow him to der chickens."
"Don'd der might take him for a perch and go to roost."
"Ah, dere svims a moonfish."
"Why. I dit nod know Id wass
so late. Ijod us go home before derstarfisli come ouid."
"While we vlnd up our poles we vlll podel dot classical. 'We Drank
Ier Halt on Porpoise." "

out MHKI.nOO.lHMI copies a
year, the American newspapers ami
periodical are exerting; an influence
such as has never before been known
In the world. All of the schools and
colleKes and universities In existence
do not educate as many men and
women. It Is sometimes said that
the newspapers are not as influential
as tliey once were, but the thinkiiiK
man knows bettor. Kditorial dictum Is no longer accepted as It once
was. but the newspaper gives the
news and the reader draws his own
Printing the news has
conclusions.
made the newspaper of America, taking It by and large, nulte the most
wonderful thing on earth.

"JUDGE"

M GREEDLE

EXPECTS TO WIN
Portland. Ore.. April 1. To hear
"Judge" Walter Mcfreedle tell it. the
pennant race of the Pacific Coast
league for 19H7 Is as good as over.
He. with the aid of his team, expects
to win the rag.
And Mac Is cjulte a foxy old base
ball leader.
When the Portland team was taken
away from Hugdale the McCreedies,
father and win, purchased the outfit,
and since that hour the fans of the
Oregon city have hnd winning base
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ball.
This year Mcfreedle
Is putting
a lot of faith In a bunch of bustling
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(Special

Correspondence to the
Kvenlng Citizen.)
Denver. April 1. Henry Augustus Huchtel. preacher governor
f
Colorado, two and
f
months
after his Inauguration finds arrayed
against him the Christian and good
government citizenship of the state.
The spectacle Is presented Chrnugli-ou- t
the state of prayers being offered
that the governor, miiiistr of the gospel, may be guided In the ways of
right in his duties as executive.
Prize fighting, gambling and the
vices flourish In the communities of
the state.
In t'he language of the street, "Tho
lid Is off and lost."
The governor at present Is In open
battle with tile Christian Citizenship
union, a powerful organization extending over the state.
Prior to Ituehtel's election. President H. (2. Fisher, of the union,
from the governor a public declaration
that "I SHAM. PI.KDC.K
M YSKtiP To TI1K FAIi: AND IMPARTIAL KNFOItCK.MKXT OF THK
I
LAWS.
SHALL DO THAT AND
MOIti:." The opinion was of aid in
his candldac'y.
The union reminded the governor o'
his pledge and sought to bring about
the law enforcement through appeals
to local authorities.
This effort wa )
in vain.
Then formal appeal was made to
the governor to take steps to enforce
the laws, especially as related to
prize fighting, gambling and wine
rooms. The governor then claimed
he had not the power.
The union
provided the governor with opinions
by several of the most prominent law.
yers of the state that he hail power
as executive to enforce the laws h- swore to administer,
and provided

ll

z

youngsters that be has gathered up
from the bushes. He expects to round
out a whirlwind organization that will
make the Seals, the Commuters and
the Angels look to their laurels.

pw

Kngland League has a rule
must produce an oculist's certificate of good sight. Might
good
be
a
also
idea to have the rooters produce similar certificates before
throning pop bottles at the umpire.

Will he finish on top'.'

This Is the ipiestloii that Is worrying the other managers.
Mc 'i eeille's
opponents
do not
r.
think in the same strain as the
his
aggregation
The believe
of youngsters have u lot to learn about
base hall tlnessee, and while they are
learning the other teams will establish a lend over Ihem that the (Hants
will find mighty hard to overcome
when tlie season commences to grow

Albuquerque, New Mexico

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
i

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.
o
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WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

J

imikii hkst

.

.ltl.SMO.

D.
Washington.
C. April I.
li or about April
all the war vessels on the Pacific ocean are to be
organized Into one fleet to be known
as the Pacific fleet, and Its first commander will be Admiral W. H
HrowiiHon. On these vessels will fall
the duty of attending to Japanese agThe law has been laid down by gression
If these Is any.
Manager Murray, of the Philadelphia
The new Pacific fleet comprises
In- wants his what
He says
Nationals.
In the past has been I he Asiatic
obi.
players to recognize the fact that
Hut MeCreedie does not believe that base ball is u business, and they must lleel. the ships on the Philippine stame tuner tellows will leave nun lie- - taki the games as a serious matter. tion and the ships on the Pacific station. Hereafter there will oe but two
ninu at i lie ouisei.
Meets -- be Atlantic and Pacific.
It Is
we natc me fastest aggregation And he Is right.
In the organization." he declares. "Anil
If the Cincinnati team can't play
more
what is
there is no disgruntled base ball, maybe Carry Herrmann,
ones in our lineup. We will all pull can
a crack bowling team
together from the very beginning and .from develop
their ranks, since his election
will make our opponents look like 'as president
of the American Howl- -'
deuces. A pennant winner well. I
congress he says he w ill niakei
guess that is just what we have got. ing
that game the u inter sport of hall'
We will win h. mils down."
players.
The next annual tourney
In Portland Hie base bull fever is is at Cincinnati
must be held
breaking loose with a vengeance. The i before Februai j and
"
fans are anxious for the opening day.
and It goes without saying that if
s IMIKT- MeCreedie and his bunch put up any ItltllK.i: I HI.Ml.
NT ill in; 'lltll H.
reasonable article ul ball they will
Indictments of
Lima. .. Aptil
have the entire support of the community, porlland .should be this yen r oli'icei'H of tlie !; Ilefontaine Hridge
one of the best paying ellieK in tin. company. resulting from tlie grand
Jury investigation of the bridge trust
cru.mi.atioii.
are set for trial today. The names
of tlie defendants
are President
M'OltllM. Mill s,
M.iviland. Secret n v and Treasurer
Has lillbe Waillleli e fill tiled '.' No Miller.
and I'll"' tors Houpt and
report al all of out hrea ks on liix t 'oi y.
part.

Pittsburg fans are not taking kindto the announcement from Fred
Clarke that he is going to adorn the
bench. They think he Is too good
a player to hide his light under a
bushel.
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GOLD STAR SALOON

at the navy departiueni that the
actual tone is not to be increased
Then- - will lie the four Luge armor-lecruisers I he West Virginia. the
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Kosi lien carrying I
pounds. Is at
rhe top of the heap In the Carter
handiiiip. opening event
at Aiue-ilui'-
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Prices

ounce. Comdelion
pound Kargon one ounce, and
Companil Syiup Saisapalllla
Take for each
three ounces.
dose one t' .ispoonful after
your meals and al bedtime,
drinking plenu of goo. water
A
authority
known
we'l
good
prescription
states ii
pharmacy can suppi the inll I'ltll
ll
tie easilN
gredients.
mixed at li.nii'
will act iliieci-lThis iiiixlin
upon the Ki'lnes.
s
obstruction, thai clog-- the
of eliini .aling waste matwhich produce
ter and iii
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Machine Works

R. P. MALL, rroprftor
Iron and Ilraaa Castlngi; Ore. Coal ami l.nni!ir Cam; Shaftings, Pulleyi, Ciada liars. Babbit Metal; wlnmrn an '. Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Mining mnd milt maahmmry
Itpmlr
Foundry eaxt tide of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M
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Fred Heel bested
Denver In ca
ing match.
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PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY
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SAM'S MIGHTY FLEET

TO WATCH

that umpires
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The Citizen Publishing Co.

est s.

Port Washington. Wis., now to the
front. Planned to hold a fistic carnival there July 4 with Jimmy Walsh
and (ius Kezcuah. lieiiny Yanger und
Charley Neary. and Mike Sclireck
and Tommy lluins as attractions.

McCH KKDI K

. . .

e.

Pacific Coast liase Hall League. Is
the policy announced by President J. UNCLE
Cal Kwlng.
And ll Is a mighty good
policy to live up to.

jf

EVENING
CITIZEN

him with evidence of luw violations
The governor hurled snarling statements to t'he public through
the
press, that he sought no advice as to
his duties and powers.
On temperance legislation,
which
Huchtel was pledged In the republican platform to aid In ennctlng, the
ministers of the state censured him
for his course, one of apparent op
position. He was even summoned before the association of ministers of
his own church in this city to ex
plain nimsetr.
Some unexpected doings of the rev
erend governor are:
Appointment of an advisory cabinet
composed of several
millionaires
labor and the common people being
without representation.
Announcement of the clearing Of
tne iniientedness of the enver university, an Institution r the Method-Is- l
church, after his Inauguration,
and declining n politically-Inspire- d
challenge to make public the names
or the donors.
Permlltlng secret sessions of state
government committees.
Secrecy Is tho rule Ht the executive
office.
It Is an unchallenged political
statement that Huchtel ihad the support at the election not only of the
corporate Interests, but of vice- - pro
leciuig, sporting anil
Interests.
The governor was elected wllh i
republican legislature behind lilni
and chief of the constructive and reformatory legislation
promised and
enacted up to almost the final day
of the legislative session has been
a railway commission and regulation
mill, approved by the railroad Inter
ests, ami a temperance measure, ap
proved by the
Inter
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MONDAY,

of all officers by tho people; prohibition of succession
In state offices; prohibition of tho sale or Introduction

CITIZEN

THE ALBUQUERQUE

CITIZEN.

EVENING

rallrond fare; partial
of liquor Into tho state; two-cewoman suffrage; prohibition of ownership In any productive agency of a natural commodity by a railroad,
By The Citizen Publishing Company
prohiblitlng corporation from owning more land than
absolutely necessary In the operation of their busiUAAM l IUUMiAN, . Is
V. S. NTItKkl.l 11.
ness; prohibiting; corporations from dealing in real esMananc-Huslness
and
Editor
President.
tate outside of Incorporated cities; prohibiting the Issuance of watered stock, and requiring the 1ooks of al?
NEW MEXICO DISINTEGKADED
corporations to be open for Inspection at all times; for
segregated mineral lands
Close upon the feeble attempt to hnve u portion of the state ownership of tho
compulsory
and separate school
Territory;
a
in
Indian
the rich Pecos valley attached to the ctnte of Texa system; commissions to deal with charities, labor and
comes an effort to embody Sun Juan county In the ptntc arbitration, Insurance, railroads, agriculture, gas, coal,
oil. and mines; defining the term negro; prohibiting tho
of Colorado.
Some dissatisfied residents of the county petltlonel marriage of negroes with whites; and, finally, providing
that the constitution may be amended by a majority
the Colorado legislature to memorialize congress to
change the boundaries of the state as to brln about vote.
The legislature. It seems, acted favorably
this result.
000000XXXXXC00000000000000
ii n.l f the governor signs the memorial It will then bo
up to congress.
LATEST NOTES IN LADIES'
The Citizen does not believe congress will
HATS FROM HIGHEST AUTHORITY
Should San Juh'i
stock In the proposition.
be given to Colorado It would set a precedent
which might result disastrously to New Mexico. If Salt
There Is an attempt to bring In strings again, but it
Juan county can be given to Colorado by a simple act Is Impossible to say as yet how
far It will be successful
of a state legislature and of congress, then Is not Texas
at least as regards those tied under the chin. Never
entitled to a big slice of the Pecos valley?
It these states receive portions of New Mexico, why theless I have seen a few most taking bats of the
can not Nevada claim the northwestern portion? Ari- shpeherdness form in leghorn and line sewn straws with
zona also ought to help cut the pie.
strings of black ribbon velvet or tulle, that come over
It Is true there Is some Justice In Sun Juan county the sides) of the brim, prosing them down a bit on the
of Colorado.
rttifen desiring a voice In the
Commercially. San Ju.in county Is today part and par- ears, ami tin beneath the chin.
liut there Is no doubt that long streamers of black
cel of that state. It Is nn unfortunate, condition bol'i
for the county and for New Mexico, as well as Arizona. velvet ribbon hanging down the back as far or farther
The wealthy little county Is practically cut off from tin than the waist will be very fashionable, more especially
balance of New Mexico by a lack of railroad and other for broad
brimmed hats In leghorn or other tine strawi
I!y the building of the Aritransportation facilities.
Tho streamers come from a
zona
Colorado line this evil would be greatly abated. wrenthed with flowers.
If this line Is not built, another similar road will bo small knot of the same ribbon.
const ruited.
Such a railroad Is u necessity, and finI should explain that most of the straws slyleJ
ancially would pay.
leghorn here this season are made of lino plain Tuscan
The move to incorporate San Juun county with braids, and that real leghorn Is much less favored.
Colorado. It is understood, originated In Farmlngton. Hoses are perhaps more used for this trimming than any
While the business men of that thriving little town other (lowers, but always made up with their own
often make mistakes, they deserve credit for the wide- leaves. Nevertheless many oilier llowers run tlu-kawake manner in which they always work for the up close. Charming wreaths are also made of double stocks
building of their county.
that provide a great variety of soft colors continuing
Should their proposition ever go to conogress A well together, as do wild pansies, ivy, geranium and all
will undoubtedly be turned down. It should be defeat- sorts of field ilowers mixed with grasses, ferns, fruits,
ed for the best Interests of New Mexico, but San Juan green rye and barley.
county certainly deserves some assistance in securln?
In some cases the bow of black velvet Is placed In
l.,et us not, however, dis- the center of a flat rosette of white lace, when the brim
transportation facilities.
integrate New Mexico to get them.
droops at tho back, as do most of these of the largest
size.
Hals of medium size sometimes have the brim
rolled or caught up at tho back, when tho velvet bow
SITUATION
THE STRIKE
has the appearance of fixing it In this position.
At noon today there was little if any change in Ihe
The velvet bow and streamers are also a pretty finish
condition of the Impending strike at Chicago. At noo.i to a black hat of which one sees more than one did a
no telegrams had been received by afternoon papers month ago, particularly when wreathed with roses in
bearing on the iiuestion, and those published In tho different shades of pink.
Immense use Is being niado of narrow ribbon velvet
morning papers were mere rumors, suppositions and
In the trimming of the' long scarf-lik- e
forecasts, probably put out with a purpose.
veils that are so
It was claimed that nn yesterday, Messrs. Knapp much fancied; whether made of spotted or striped net
and Neill, in their efforts to bring about a compromise they ure always either homed up or bordered with
between the managers and the men, had held a number lace edging, when one or more rows of such ribbon laid
Mr. Knapp thought some progres? along the top of the hem or the foot of the edging is
of conferences.
was being made, though nothing definite had yet been an almost Invariable additlno.
The Vogue in Spring Huts.
The rumor was given that the men were
arrived at.
Of the hats which are to be practically in vogue, for
willing to make rome concessions, but that the managers had declared their unalterable Intention of refus- the seasons of spring and summer a very good word,
ing anything In advance of what they had already If not indeed, the best word, comparatively, is spoken
offered. It was also rumored that a conference of the for those of large size, a recent bulletin from Paris
announcing, rather unexpectedly, very large hats as
managers and leaders may be held some time today.
The proper thing would be for each side to me?t again in favor. Yet, in the collections of Imported
the other In a spirit of fair conciliation, and no better models accorded display in tho recent expositions In
umpires or arbitrators could be fcund than Messrs. question, the large hats seemed to be equalled in num
Knapp and Xelll. It would seem that with such tre- bers by those of medium large proportions; with memendous Interests Involved Interests of the roads, of dium small, ami small hats, to be noticed; and very
The large huts, thus
the men and of the people It should not be difficult t) large hats tiot nofably numerous.
accept the Judgment of two such able and disinterested far in evidence, of present provision,, are characterized
men as are the chairman of the Interstate commerce appreciably by simplicity xf design, the fantasy per
taining to them being, to a marked extent, the work of
colsslon and the commissioner of labor.
One thing may Influence the managers to remain the modiste under the disposition of finish and trim.
stubborn, but it should have the contrary effect with ming. With ''both crowns and brims, chiefly after the
The rail- lines of models alluded to in our previous Issue, there
the conductors and trainmen. It is this:
roads are in exceedingly bad odor with the people at seems some will on the part of the mode not to dis
;the present time, and the tendency almost in eveiy turb the contour of tho blocked original, or of the wire
quarter Is to place around them the restraints of legis- frame, with a specific Idea In view in the mind of the
If at this time a strike should occur, milliner. So we saw in collections of imported models
lative enactment.
!ahd It can bo made to appear that the men were at here and there a shepherdess hat, pure and simple; with
other large shapes little disturbed by readjustment of
ifault demanding their full claims and refusing to
the brims, or other effort on the part of the manlpula
the large concessions offered by the managers
tors, of improvement, or of diversity.
lit such case, when the effects of the strike begin to
iot so, however, for the most part, in the hats of
the general public, the result would not be
With bell, straight, and
to divert public condemnation from the roads to decreased grades of sizes.
d
crowns, more or less wide, and low or
the employes.
However, the main tiling to be desired and de- medium tall, as the case may be, and in somo Instances
manded is the protection of the American people, und with simple brims, the tendency of all the shapes In
while the sympathies of the people are with labor In hats, under the larger sizes, Is not a little to the
its efforts at amelioration of Its condition, the hope Is
Narrow Itiim KITtvU in Kurly Spring Hats.
almost universal- that the strike may be avoided.
Attached to the wide fiat bell crown, of a hat of the
past, and variously to medium tall "Tarn ( )'Shanter,"
QUESTION OF STATEHOOD
mlde cap crowns, there have come out hat with narThe question of statehood Is again looming up row brims shelving downward, in some cases rolled Inrather largely, not alone In New Mexico and Arizona, ward at the edge. With the medium tall sloping crown,
Cnfortunately,
the sentiment und the indented crown, of tho Kngllsh walking hats of
but abroad as well.
against single statehood for both or either of the ter- years ago, are seen turned up brims In some models
ritories has Increased in intensity through th country projected deeply at the front; and brims turned squarely
There was absolutely no possibility of se- up, llattuned up here or there In their curcumferenee,
at large.
congress, laid in
h
at on or other side, or at the buck,
curing single statehood from the
and with the sixtieth congress the impossibility will and narrower at the front than at the back, drooping,
In this connection the attention of etc., are among the present methods In which they
remain unaltered.
Citizen readers is Invited to the following editorial from have been fashioned.
From Purls there Is quoted the "Culolte," a popular
the Ieuver Republican of yesterday:
"Senator Ueveildge Is quoted as saying that so loin bat of medium large ize, with tall bell crown, and brim
as he Is chairman of the senate committee on terri- turned at the front and drooping at the back.
The "cone" is playing a noteworthy part in the detories, und President Koosevelt and Speaker Cannon
occupy the ohVes they now fill, there will be no state- signing of the new models in hats; the "manchon" Is In
hood for New Mexico und Arizona unless tiny agree t'J the list of novel shapes In hats, und seldom has It been
that the capricious has hud a more lively existence In
coine in as a single state.
"This expresses the renliinent of almost the eiitliv headwear than It has in some of the new models on
country east of tho Mississippi river.
That legion pro- display in the late openings. Honnets are again scarce
In the provision In headwear for the existing spring
tests against tho admission of any more weak and
states, incapable of maintaining strong gov- and summer, in the Manhattan market.
lint, true to
ernments and of carrying on the work of Improvement her predilection of niuny years to preserve to them a
and development which is so requiblte In u new com worthy measure of favor Madame Murguln Maurice has
paid her accustomed tribute to their deserving by sendmunity.
ing over from Paris a number of charming models
"Secretary Hoot sounded a warning against the
elliciincy of tile state goierniiieuts and their failure I' these Including modifications of the Mutch head-- d resj,
discharge in proper ways the duties devolving upon the IHrectolie lionet, the capote and the function. Truly
them.
The neglect of u single state is a menace to the In this particular It may be said that Mnie. Man-irs are made to do the duty of the moment.
local autonomy of eveiy other state, because the neglect of one Invites the interference .if tin- federal govTlu I'.ralds In the Hut of the SfUMtn.
ernment, and when the federal kin ii ii I absorbs 111'
The plain smooth braids, it is to he recorded, after
prerogatives of one state it alisoit s those ..f all. Th- their curs of sho.lowy existence, are meeting, both on
strong are thus menaced by
..f tin tile part of the mode and its patrons, with the most
of strong, cjpuhl'
out of this grows the in
willing acceptance. And having now the foremost constate governments, and no people Hh.nlil recognize t sideration in llu- production of bats for the new sea.
f tin- far west.
more cl.urly than tho Inhabitant-son, they will doubtless h.iAe a vigorous caiecr through"A state like Nevada is compel .I in 111.- nature of out its continuance.
things to l.mk to the government at
for
As intimated in reference in our note of a month
much which California would do . n its own account. ago. there has been a very positive return of favor to
It Is the weak link in the chain. Die whole of which the straw manufacturers in braids, these embracing the
is thus endangered.
To admit New Mexico and Arizona milan and Kngllsh split-straweaves, and later the
as u single Mate would avoid this danger. ii would tnscan or Florence, and the leghorn weaves, with the
mean tinof a great
ealili fully French chip braid as popular, and the horsu hair, or
capable of nieiting all the demands which may at any iiinoline brail, in lingering demand.
The
smooth,
time in the future be made upon the Mules in the ex- heavy straw braids a recent outcome of manufacture
ercise of their prerogatives as
and hide
and noticed In our previous review of the new milll-neipendent communities
I'm- this reason
the whole
to no inconsiderable extent vary the us.- of thi
country should Join in the demand that Now Mexii
older varieties of tile straw braids, while models of hats
on.and Arizona be united, und that as
slate they
in the tagal braid are notable in collections, and models
'
admitted into the union.''
In the pyroxylin, yedda, and other varieties of the fibre
braids are to be taken account of.
effects, as varying fanciful effects, are to l
PROVISIONS UP TO DATE
.. I. serve.
lii tin- later efforts of fibre braiding; the fancy
Tile mole general becomes iului inalioii concerning braids aie shown also in lace-lik- e
weaves, and have
the proposed constitution for Oklahoma, the more
pl.ue in pleasing li.its. The fancy braids run generally
to approve and the less to seriously condemn. from half un Inch to over an inch In width, und two or
Here are some of the good things:
more colors are sometimes introduced in them. The
Tin- Initiative and referendum;
direct imiiilnutio Millinery Trade Hevlew.
Published Dally and Week).
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The Cub's Corner

I nm the cub.
I don't like it.
A
cub has a hard time. He gets to copy
the hotel register, and run errands
and hold proof, and the like. No one
thinks you can do anything right except yourself, and one persons' opinion Isn't worth much among half a
dozen.
The first time they sent mo out to
really report something it was a fire
in a barn I wrote It ail up and forgot to say whose barn it was or what
was In it or whether there was any
Insurance. I had the rest all right
except Just those things. The editor
said some things that I can't spell,
and now they all call me "Pug" be
cause they say 1 have such a sharp
nose lor news. Those things make it
hard for a fellow, especially when he's
sensitive and consclentuous.
Saturday Is the hardest day of the
week In the newspaper business. That
may seem strange, because It's the
day you get your pay, but you're
liable especially If you're a cub to
get u note like this along with your
pay: "As we find It necessary to reduce our force, we have decided that
we will not need your services longer."
I got a note like that the other
day. Of course I knew It was a mistake, and that It was meant for someone else, und took It right back to
the editor and told him about It so
be could give It to the right party. He
looked kind of funny, but after I had
given him the If.c cigar a traveling
man gave me, because I can't smoke
them so strong, and be had put his
feet un on his desk and nuffod
w hile, he told mo, Just for a joke, that r
I could hang on another
week, but
d
he'd be
If he was going to
edit my stuff, and that he'd give me
a column all of my own, and I could
write what I pleased, only he wouldn't
be responsible for It, and If any damage suits came up father would have
to stand good for It. When I told the
folks at dinner today they thought
It was fine, till I told them that last
part, and then father said I'd better
be mighty blankety
blank careful
what I wrote. So I'm going to be.
The lirst thing I'm going to put in
my column Is a good Joke I heard
today. 1 was going up the street
when a man slapped me on the back.
"Ha! ha! ha! Have you heard it?
Hichest thing ever happened in Albuquerque. What Is it? Oh, you'll go
and pulbllsh It." After he had made
sure that I would publish It, he told
me all about. It.
Mr.seems that Mrs.
- quite prominent
young John
-swell girl from Hoston
Vassar
-- a
fortnight's visit

To make room for another
car, we will sell all of our
Silver Acorn Ranges for
6-ho-

le

$40:00
NET CASH

F. H. STRONG
Strong Block

Furniture

dad-gaste-

it

REFRIGERATORS
The Automatic

AUTOMATIC

Constructed on Scientific

-

CALL AND SEE THEM

three n. m.
took the Limited
- arrested
dlvorcebroken hearted
bad business
wasn't It?"
The blank places are what father
crossed out.

beastly drunk

;
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Principles.

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

I
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A

Year for Sheepmen.
"Conditions are favorable for the
largest lamb increase In years In Socorro county,'' said Hon. Solomon
Luna, Sunday, before his departure
for Magdalena. from where he will
go to his sheep ranches In western
Socorro county. "The range has been
perfect all winter, there has been an
abundance of water and sheep generally are in good shape. The yield of
wool at the spring shearings will also
be up to standard.
"From what 1 hear, similar conditions are pretty general all over
and the sheepmen may expect
another prosperous year. The old
days when life in New Mexico was a
mere existence and a hasardous one
at that, have passed for good. When
I return
from the ranches two
months from now I expect to be able
to verify this statement by some substantial figures on the lambing
l'roH-rou- s

3

New-Mexic-

IXR- RENT.
frame, close in.. $12. 00
rooms, furnished com$15.00
plete
brick, modern.. 26.00
I'Oll SALE.
concrete house.
$1,000.00
full lot
cement, Third
1,100.00
ward
cement house 600.00
alfalfa ranch, close to
town.
home, comfine suburban
plete in every reBpect.

CliEO KACKLEY'
EXPERT TAILOR,

GRAPHOPHONES

PHONOGRAPHS

VICTOR

CO.,
J. E. ELDER, Armijo Building.
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'

110 West Gold
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CLEANER,

WHITSON MUSIC CO.
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A Poor Place for Crooks.
"Albuquerque Is Joining the Holy
City class." said Chief of Police
recently. "The police force is
not troubled with crime these days
and a few exhuberant
drunks are
about all we have nn the books now.
Criminality in titles comes and goes,
but I venture to say that taken day
by day, Albuquerque has less In that
line than any city of her size in the
Cnlted States. The police are glad
of it."
Is it a ;mmI Suggestion?
"The Hlo (irande valley In the vicinity of Albuquerque could support
several times the population It now
has and each farmer would be assuran
ed of an Independent life and
ample Income."
Walker Kvans, who has been making a study of conditions of the Klo
Urande valley In the interests of an
irrigation company In Chicago made
the above remark last evening Just
before boarding a train for the east,
"lty means of Intensive cultivation,
of
solcntitle selection and planting
crops and closer farming methods,
of
there is a livelihood for hundreds
good farmers near Albuquerque. The
first thing needed is a revision of
the present methods of irrigation so
us to economize the water.
The
slopes of the foot hills leading to the
mesa from tho valley are admirable
grape lahds and would raise vines
unequaled even In Sunny Italy. The
lands could be farmed most profitably
in tracts of ten acres but they would
pay from $200 to $600 un acre In two
acre tracts If Intelligently
handled.
This valley should be a fruit section
first and foremost.
It lias every re
quirement und the fewest drawbacks
of any spot In the west I ever saw. It
Is true that frost now and then does
some damage but by u careful selec
tion of fruits, this could be eliminated
to a great extent.
Truck gardening
is also very profitable and 1 am surmised that there ure not more truck
Hio
farms. If the farmers of the
(irande valley could see bow lands
are tilled in many Kurnpcan countries
they would be surprised ut the great
amount of elfort they now waste."
Mr. Kvans spent Saturday on the
Met. i reservation and while the fruit
are young, he pronounced
tices
ill. in in the tincst of condition and
I
from pests.
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New and up to Ude jo",es. the latest emu songs, bright ami clever spe-

cialties, pretty girls, pretty costumes
at the Juvenile
Minstrels Monday
night, April 1st.

We always did take pride
in having a nice,
clean, fresh

Cracker

We also take pride in
selling lots of them.

We know that price helps
to sell them, so we offer 3
packages of Lindquist or
Inerseal City Sodas for 25c
all this week and next.
AI.IU'QI'F.HQIE
315

CASH
COMPANY.

GUO-CKH-

60U6HT.

R.R

SOLO

ROSENFIEID'S,

Transactions
Cuarantaao

1

18 W, R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

.

FOc

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

COAL

Ladies Free

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$8.50
PER TON
BE8T AMERICAN
BLOCK
16.50
PER TON

WOOD
BIO LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
12.25 AND I2.7S

John

S.

602 SOUTH

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

y

.

-

-
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vvr to

i

i

whi.

at with enjoyment and k. ,. ,t-il- .
provide youmelf with rolls .n I. read
the best kind, Hie kind v.,- hiike
fresh every day. If you hav. n't been
in line with the wise ones"
l.v
iir
phone If you like.
.
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F X SCREENS

I

I

Phone 9S

EXCHANGED

AND

Association Offloo
I

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

Y

Marble Ave. Phone, 206
HOMKm H. WARD. Mar.
TICKETS

Verier U

-

-

To

Cake Stock

Admission

Ul el

Dearer

and

Nolhv.
Ail
A7 THI
uties holding bills agaiuM the
Woman s club building please present
not
later than Thursday evening, COLOMBO HALL DANCING SCHOOL
A. IMttn.-rtreas- April till, to Mrs.
.

SINGING MACHINES

f There h AuyXim

p.

1

TALKING MACHINES

that defy
Window
cents per foot at the

Door screens as strong as un ordinary door at prices
e
screen doors in both strength and price.

cttern-mad-

screens that are as strong as a door ut

7

PLANING MILL
SUPERIOR
SEE OUK NEW 1JKICK 1JUII,D1N(1
0C0O000COO00

EXCURSIONS

i.--

PIONEER BAKERY,
207 South First Street.
Salt I Wo Cits ami Itelurn $31.03.
KKK'S HOT CHOCOLATE
March 30 to April 2. Limit sixty
W.U..
days.
TON'S intra STORE.
1 let urn
Mexico City and
$40.33.
Arril S3 to May IS. Mmit July 1.
If you want reiulu in fcartiilng.
T. K. PL'KDT. Aeent.
try to Evanluf Ciuen want a4--

MONIY. API1II.

I.

ALBUQUERQUE

im.

JOHNEY

G01V1BINED FIGHT THE QUACKING OF UNCLE

AGIST

mm

THE

PASS ON

HERMIT

I

rm

CITIZEN.

CITY COUNCIL TO EASTER IS

WRITES THE

ROME

SCABIES

EVENING

M

1LS
IT

KEPT

GIGANTIC RUG SALE

FLOWERS

AND

We just closed a deal for a large shipment of rugs which was shipped to
Las Vegas, but not delivered there.
We bought these goods at our own
figures and shall place the lot on sale
Monday morning at FACTORY
PRICES.

S

Sheep Raisers and Uncle Sam And the Crowing of a Rooster Some More Passages of Love City Building Bond Election Great Audiences Aid In Com
Will Also Receive
Between Two DistinSaved the Hens From SatS. Luna
memoratlon of Resurrecguished
Civilians.
Night's
Attention.
Fire.
urday
tion Day.
President.
Re-Elect-

Though highly enthused with the
nuccem of tut individual efforts In the
pant In tlwrenstng the numher
of
ncablcs, to be found nmong the flocks
New
Mexico
of the territory, the
Sheep Sanitary board took a step at
the meeting held on Saturday, which
will doubtless eradicate the scabies
as completely as It can possibly he
done.
With Hon. Solomon Luna sitting as
president of the board, a compact
was formpd with V'ncle Sams agents
of the Hureau of Animal Industry,
which means a vigorous exterminating campaign against the pest. The
of the board and the
government had been under consideration for more than a year but was
secured only after great urging by
the sheep raisers and the sanitary
President Luna spoke to
board.
President Koosevelt about the matter
when In Washington recently and visited the Hureau of Animal Industry
In Washington in behalf of the movement, and to Mr. Luna's efforts Is
probably due the final
The government has sent Dr. Mar-o- n
J men,
an eminent authority on
diseases of animals to New Mexico ns
head of the New Mexico bureau and
Dr. Imes attended Saturday's meeting of the sanitary board. The cooperation agreed upon Saturday began today.
Dr. Imes will be assisted
by a force fluctuating from fifty to
one hundred Inspectors and the sanitary board will also have a large number "Of Inspectors In the field. The
campaign will begin with a thorough
Inspection of the range. The reports
from this Inspection will be in by
June, when the dipping will begin,
and every sheep raiser will be asked
In the movement, so
to
that no stone will be left unturned to
make the job complete. It wn be
done systematically and thoroughly.
One Important work the board had
In hand on Saturday was the districting of the territory, which was made
us follows, with inspectors in charge:
District No. 1 tJeorge T. Sasper,
f'hama, N. M. Said district comprising all that portion of New Mexico
known as San Juan county, and all
that portion of Rio Arriba county lying west of the crest of that mountain system which extends in a southerly direction
from a. point near
osier, Colo., to the northern boundary
1.
No.
of Kaca location
District No. 2. F. L. Schneider,
ilranta, S. M. Said district being all
that portion of New Mexico known as
McKinley and Valencia counties.
District No. 3 Edwin S. Spindler,
Magdalena. N. M. Said district being
all that portion of New Mexico known
as Grant, Luna, Sierra, Dona Ana and
Socorro counties.
District No. 4. W. A. Skinner,
Santa Fe. N. M. Said district being
all that portion of New Mexico known
an Hanta Fe nnd Taos counties and
tht portion of Hio Arriba county lying east of the crest of that mountain system which extends in a southerly direction from a point near Osier,
Col., to the northern boundary line of
liara location No. 1.
District No. 5 liichard J. lilnnche,
Hast Las Vegas. N. M. Said district
being all that portion of New Mexico
comprised In that part of Mora county which lies west of the Hed or Canadian river, also that part of San
Miguel county, which lies east of the
Ked or Canadian river, with that part
of Cuadalupe county comprised In the
Anton Chlco and Preston Hack grants.
District No. 6 George If. Hoblnson
Alamogordo, N. M. Said district being
all that portion of New Mexico known
as Torrance and Otero counties and
that portion of Lincoln county excepting the eastern slope of the Capl-ta- n
mountains.
District No. 7 John J. Hougendob-ler- ,
Trinidad, Col. Said district being
all that portion of New Mexico known
as Colfax county, and that part of
Mora county lying east of the Canadian or Ked river.
District No. 8 Clyde C. Heacock,
Dalhart, Tex. Said district being all
that portion of New Mexico comprised
in that part of Union county which
lies north of the Canadian or Hed
river and that portion of San Miguel
county which lies east and north of
the Canadian river.
District No. 9 W. A. Savage, Dalhart, Tex. Said district being all that
portion of New Mexico known as Quay
county and that part of Union county
which lies south of the Canadian or
Ked river, also that part of San Miguel county lying south of the Canadian river and east of an imaginary
continuation of the western boundary
line of Quay county, excepting the
Anton Chlco and Preston Heck grants
District No. 10 George A. LI pp.
Koswell, N. M. Said district being all
that portion of New Mexico known as
Chaves, Kddy and Rosevelt counties,
and that portion of Lincoln county lying east of the eastern slope of the
Capitan mountains.
District No. 11 Morris C. Wiley,
Albuquerque, N. M. Said district being all that portion of New Mexico
known as Sandoval and Jieriiallllu
counties.
President.
liana
The board begins the business of a
new year with the following organization:
Hon. Solomon Luna, Los Lunas,
president; Harry W. Kelly, Kant LaB
Vegas, vice president; Chas. Sehleser,
Clayton; Klsii White, Koswell; S. D.
Amarilla; Harry K.
Hums. Sr.. Tit-rrLee, Albuquerque, secretary.
NOTICE roil PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Of- tice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Feb. 28, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
N.
M.. Has filed
Herrera. of Chilili.
notice of his Intention to make Una!
five-yeproof In support
of his
claim, viz: Homestead Kntry No.
made December 81, 1901, for
the the SE'i SW'i and lot 6, Sec. 6,
and NKVi NW hi and lots 1 and 2.
Sec. 7, Township 8 N. Range 1 E,
and that said proof will be made before II. W. S. Otero. U. S. Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
April 6. 1907.
He names the following wltnesset
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz
Francisco Garcia, Lus Martin,
Kel and Ignaclo Herrera, all of
0,

Au-reli- o

Chilili. N. M.
MAN U K L K. OTERO,

Kegister.
There will be a regular meeting

of

To Chicken Ft rters.
Mausuid's Mills urs selling good
wheat at 11.40 per 100 lbs.

The crowd that gathered at 411
West Iead avenue Saturday evening.
In response to a fire
alarm, were
treated to an unusual sight, when
some fifty chickens were routed from
a shed by the flames nnd fled with a
variety of cackling pursued by some
half dozen colored boys. A number
of chickens were suffocated In the
shed. The first alarm of fire was
given by a big Plymouth Kock rooster, who was awakened by the light
of the llames and began crowing lustily, believing that morning hail arrived and the sun was coming up.
When a hot blast scorched his tall
feathers he changed his mind and
calling the hens, he soiiRht for an
exit.
The shed was half destroyed
and the chickens were rapidly being
overcome before the excited crowing
of the rooster attracteil the attention
of residents In the neighborhood who
released the chickens.
The flames broke out In the barn
on the premises belonging to Mis. H.
H. Harrison, but soon spread to a
shed on the same premises. The barn
was empty but the shed contained
some household goods, clothes and
chickens belonging to Mrs. Harrison.
An army belt full of rltle cartridges
belonging to Mr. Harrison was In
the shed endangering the lives of the
flremen. The cartridges exploded but
fortunately no one was hurt. There
was no insurance on the buildings.

Albuquerque,
March 30. "I'nile
Johney" presents the "Kansas Hermit" with a new covering.
The books I love I always give an
additional covering to preserve the
real gems on the leaves within, so
that they may be read and
until the noble example of a noble
heart becomes an Inspiration to the
youth of our land, so believing my
friend, the "'Kansas Hermit," to
a
type of "the wise good cook" I propose to help preserve, emphasize and
perpetuate his heroic efforts to arouse
the rising generation to the baneful
effects of party spirit, ns also his ef
forts to rescue his distinguished comrade, Kdmund 11. Hoss, from the ostracism thereof.
Hy presenting him with a new covering of "pure washed and spooled
native wool" of New Mexico, containing the electrical qualities
that
are only present in a suit of clothes
turned out by
effort. Cooperation is t lie meat of the turkey
to which the Hermit points Albuquerque, and all the world besides.
JOHNEY H. HKARRCT.
Albuquerque, April 1.
Dear Johney Hearrup:
The hermit cannot believe that you
would bribe or seduce him to turn
traitor or be unfaithful to the relations which In previous communications you have referred to as existing
between Nature and the overalls.
And thanking you for your kind exTELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
pression of your appreciation, would
say:
A sister loved four score nnd six
Who'd have her brother Intermix,
The following quotations were received by F. J. Grat & Co., brokers, With all the gossips whom she knows
Were't not for his poor old coarse
over their own private wires from
clothes
New York. Room 37, Barnett buildWho In the line of gauzy prate
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
Does fluently
Which makes her Hermit
brother
New YorK Stocks.
tired.
lilt!
American Sugar
by Fashion's folk admired.
Altho'
92 Ti
Amalgamated Copper
123
American Smelters
On her account he accepts the suit
American Car Foundry
364
Which you propose to contribute
92 H 'Twll be to
Atchison com
her great consolation
64
American Locomotive
And solace to her congregation
64Vi In
Anaconda
which there are no Stalwart
98
Baltimore and Ohio
Cranks,
66
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
to accept the Hermit's
Please
1S4
Canadian Pacific
thanks.
35
Colorado Fuel
149',-Chicago Northwestern
25 H
Erie com
119
Louisville and Nashville
CRAIG SAYS HE
95 ',4 JAMES
Missouri Pacific
h
National Lead
New York Central
118
Northern Pacific
128H
WAS DRIVEN TO
38
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
124
Heading com
106
22
Kock Island com
DRINK
7 9V4
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
1344
,. 22 4
Southern Hallw ay
Tennessee Coal
.143
Union Pacific
132
Wife's Sister Ruled the Roost.
U. S. S. com
36
U. S. S. pfd
99 H
Judge Craig Fined
24
Greene Con
3
Santa Fe Copper
03
old Dominion
Craig $10.
161
Calumet and Arizona
Copper Range
Xl
91
North P.utte
.1. lines Craig was picked up by
the
2 7 4
Kutte Coal
last night on a charge of beMay cotton
$!t.46 ollicers
ing drunk and disorderly, and when
Total, sales 1,037,700.
arraigned in court this morning his
.Money 3 If 3 4 per cent.
wife appeared before him with a
more serious charge.
Summary of Conditions.
Mrs. Craig,
conducts a rooming
New York, April 1. London mar- house ut Coalwhoavenue
and Second
ket closed today.
street,
that her husband
Western
railroad
situation
still had beenstated
in
an
intoxicated condition
looks dangerous.
day Sunday and that she had been
Holiday in London facilitating op- all
by him more or less all their
annoyed
against Canadian
erations
Pacific married life.
She did not want to
shorts.
prosecute the man, but asked the
Dun's Review says manufacturing court
compel
to
him to quit her homo
plants are fully occupied in most and not to
molest her lu any way
leading Industries.
April dividend disbursements esti- again.
According to the woman's story,
mated at S135 million.
Craig, has two small children, and
American Smelters net earnings for she
has taken care of them ever since
year ending April 30th, expected near
her marriage to their father.
She
115,000,000.
she has been keeping a rooming
Gold to the amount
of 800,000 says
pounds sterling in London market house and that her husband slandered
roomers and advised
Tuesday of which we shall robably her before her
them not to pay her their rent.
secure substantial part.
Craig,
himself,
had a different
Strong showing In bank statement, story'He stated to the court that
largely due to treasury deposits.
his wife and her sister had concocted
a scheme to oust him from his home,
Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, April 1. Cattle re- in his speech to the court, Craig
ceipts 8,000, including 800 southerns. said:
wife has been keeping a roomMarket 10c higher. Southern steers ing"My
here in town, and about
$4.00 () 5.30; southern
cows $2,75 0 eighthouse
months ago she wanted her sis4.00; mockers and feeders $3.754H5.15
in
ter
to come out here
California
bulls $3.005.26; calves $4.00 4j 7.00; and help her. 1 sent
this woman the
western fed steers $4.25(ij 5.80; west- money to get
hue on, and almost aj
ern fed cows $3.00 W 4.50.
the trouble began.
Sheep receipts 8000, market strong. soon as she arrived
manuged the plac;
Muttons $5.25ffi6.00; lambs $7. 2 ''( She I practically
was
and
until I was driven
hounded
7.60; range wethers $ 5.50 6.MI fed
to drink."
ewes $5.00(0)6.75.
The man then admitted that he
was drunk yeste-daJudge Craig
Chicago Livestock.
imposed
a fine f $10 upon him for
Chicago, April 1. Cattle receipts,
being
disorderly,
and
drunk
and ad22,000. Market 10c higher.
Beeves
vised that he take his two children
$4.25f6.k0; cows $1.80(06.00; heifers and
leave the woman.
$2.754i5.40; calves $5. 804 7.60; good
Neither of the purties had the apto prime steers $5.60((i)6.85; poor to
pearance
of persons generally
In
medium $4.30ft5.50;
stockers and
trouble, and their voices were noticefeeders $ 2.85 W 5.00.
Sheep receipts. Market weak to 10 ably unsteady when pleading their
cents lower. Western $4.25 'a 6.50; case to the court.
yearlings $6.25 u 7.36; lambs $6.00 '
IM u.i id Hawkins was
locked up
s. 10; western $6.008.10.
Saturday night, charged with being
drunk and disorderly, and this niuru-lu- g
Oiualia Livestock.
was fined $10 in the police court.
Omaha. April 1. Cattle receipts.
4.500. M'M'ket strong,
l'tc higher.
Western steers $3.25 5.25 ; Texas
i.o i. rvit w.i;
steers $3.00 'if 4.25 ; cows and heifers
canners
$2.00 'if 3.00;
$2.254il 4.10;
Mr. Karl Moon Is
"ciing from
feeders $3.00W5.00;
stockers and
calves $4.0006.50; bulls $4 0004.40. a slight illness.
Mrs. L. W. Hiack left this morning
Sheep receipts 24,000 Market 10c
wether for tlif home of her mother ut Delower. Yearling' $t HO 'n 6 7
.'
;
'
t;.2."i
ewes $5.00' 5.7":
t .7 'a
iinlu catur, 111.
she expects to be absent
$7.00 'n 7.90.
from the city about three months.
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
Produce Market.
I'. '. Drltlinghani. 3J1',V West Hull-loa- d
Chi Ko. April 1. Closing
avenue, died early this morning
t ions:
and was buried In Fairvlew cemetery
J ll !"
Wheat M
tins afternoon.
There will be a parson's shower
Corn May and July 45 V
at the paisomige of tin; High-- I
oats .May
July 3 7,'. a held
tul Methodist church,
tUJ
South
Pork May $16.40; July $10.4.'.
tomorrow
Walter street,
evening.
May $9.02 ; Julv
.15.
Iir.l
1
7
to
o'clock.
leu
f.oni
cream
Ribs May $8.80; July $S.97'j.
ai.d cake served free.
St. Ixtitis W.h.I Mai-L- i t.
Judge
Oeorgu
K
Craig
sitting
With
St. Louis. April
i
i i ix e.
uumuii.i uegail iuk- Territory and western mediums zi'H ing mai:
contestimony
In
the
LarrazoU
M-;
in.,- - mcliuiii li'n2lc; tin- 4
test case in W. II. Childcrs' otlice
!;.'.
rooms today, and it 3 o'clock this
afternoon had examined witnesses
fioiu
liiiel.is and Sin Antonio preMoney Blarkrt.
Attorneys M. K. Hlckey and
Vork. April 1. Money , .'all cincts.
representing AnMe.oly. 3 'it 4 4 per cent; prime loel- - W. C. Heacock are
drews, while K. V. Chaves Is looking
per cent
antlle. paper 6 y 6
Ilie
defeated candidate's interafter
ests.
Metal Market.
X.-York. Af.rH 1. Lead dull
Tie K!k' club loom committee
i::;o: copper dull 24
j'2
that all out of town patrons
wishing
to reserve seats for "The
SjK'lter Market.
Klk's Tooth." April H und U. can do
Lous. April 1. -- Spelter
uiet, so
by advising Hoy McDonald on or
before Saturday, date sale opens.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
See the Japanese sung and dance by
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG seven pretty maids at the Juvenile
TORE.
Minstrels Monday night, A mil 1st.
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III ST ON EARTH. ONLY .V GUAR-TEK- 1
TK.V 1KARS. PUTHKLLi:
hOLK AGENTS.
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FRUIT

GROWERS
ARE

FRIGHTENED

TOP 1K
it SIIOItTAt;!:,
STItlKK Will I II roT
MKN MILLIONS.
Monrovia, April 1. The prospect
of a railroad strike of such vast magnitude as the one threatened Is n
source of dismal prophecies among
orcnardists. jiecause of the car short
age, barely half of the orange crop
nas Dcen marketed, and should the
strike occur, even on one of the systems threatened, the loss to Southern
California fruit growers wil reach into the millions. It Is fully realized
that In the prevailing car famine a
tie-u- p
which would put out of service the enrs on any one of the transcontinental lines would cripple the
others.
A directors meeting of the Southern
California Fruit Kxchnnge was held
here, but the strike problem was not
discussed, owing largely to lack of
information as to its status. It Is
not improbable, so say prominent
that the exchange, represented by Its ofllclals, will urge arbitration.
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THE

"ELK'S TOOTH"

'

;
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Oscar Watson Says That the
Ancients Will be Here
in a Bunch.
he following letter was received
try o. A. Matson Saturday, which Is
an expression of the Interest taken by
Klks from neighboring towns of the
coming production of "The
Klk's
r rum reports received from
tooth.
towns south of Albuquerque as well,
there Is no doubt but that a big
crowd of visitors will be here on the
nights of April S and ! to attend the
performance.
The letter reads:
Santa Ke, N. M., March 30.
Friend Matson:
Am going to try
and get up a party of Klks to come
down on the Hth of April to see your
show, "The Klk's Tooth."
What Is latest date on which you
must be advised to reserve seats for
us if we come? Will you attend to
saving seats for us if I write you accordingly.
Sincerely,
I

OS 'A It C. WATSON.

TROOPERS DISCARD
BRASS BUTTONS FOR
CITIZENS GARB

The spirit of Easter was certainly
yesterday.
abroad In Albuquerque
Never before did tbls people observe
the resurrection festival with more
elaborate cermony or with a deeper
sense of the significance to the world
of the great event whic'.i ll commemorates. From earliest dawn till even
ing was far spent the evidences of
recognition were manifest
through
the profusion of bright toilettes and
presence
Moral
the
of numerous
dec
orations, worn by the i.nusual num
ber of people who appeared upon the
thoroughfares. The brightness of the
day itseif also contributed to brighten
the effect ami to lend that peculiar
holiday atmosphere which alone was
necessary to the completion of a
most pleasing picture.
For some time the churches of the
city had been preparing for the Im
pressive services which culminated In
the elaborate programs of yesterday,
and in the carrying out of which the
musical and decorative resources of
the city were taxed to their utmost.
At the churches of the Immaculate
Conception and the Sacred Heart
magnilioeut floral displays charmed
the eye. ami largely augmented choruses translated into melody the story
of the risen Saviour. At the church
of the Immaculate Conception particularly was the occasion accentuated through the addition of a corn- pit te orchestra.
The audience there
was a record one, large numbers be
lug unable to secure admittance to
the principal morning service. The
program ns published In Saturday's
was
Issue of The Kveutng Citizen
curried out.
At the Congregational church large
audiences attended both services. HeV
J. 11. lleald officiated In the absence
of a regular pastor and the promi
nent feature of the day was the ren
dition by the regular choir and a well
chosen company of vocalists of Dudley Buck's cantata
entitled "Christ
the Victor." The rhun h uas beau
tifully decorated with llllles and pol'
ted palms, sent from California by J
Kalurnlge especially for the oc
ccasion.
At St. John's Kplscnpal church the
usual prominence accorded to the
coming of Kaster by that denomlna
tion was In evidence and a large
audience gathered In the afternoon to
witness a special service which was
attended In a body by the members
Commandery,
Knights
of I'llgiim
Forty-thre- e
Templar.
of
members
the lodge were present at this meet

Come Early
AND GET FIRST CHOICE

ALBERT FABER'S
J. A. K REM IS
DRUBS,

I
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CONFECTIONERY,

N".
The Old

H. ANDRUS
Reliable

Watchmaker and Jeweler

Bring me your watches, clocks nnd Jewelry for repairs.

Watch Inspector A. T.
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S. F. R. R.
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AWNINGS
317 and 319 South Second Street

t

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant

OFFICE OF CHIEF QUARTER MAS
TEH, Denver, Colo., March 1. 1907.
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be
received here until 11a. in., on April
2, 1907, for transportation of military
supplies, routes Nos. 1, ", 3, 4, 6 and
6, and for drayage at Denver, Colo.,
and l'hoenlx, Arli., during the fiscal
year commencing July 1, 1907. Information furnished on application.
Envelopes containing proposals should
be marked: "Proposals for Transpor" addressed
tation on Route No.
C. A. H. McCAULEY. Chief Q. M.

Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

Under Savoy H tc
E.
C.
SUNTAAGG, Proprietor
1

NOTICE.
All persons having any hills or
claims ugalnst the late Hev. J. W. T
McNeil, will pleuse present the same
to the undersigned.
C. 1. f ! O F F.
IMoS K. D. MADDISON.
o
Found at Ijimi.
J. A. Harmon, of Llzeinore, West
Va , says: "At last I have found the
perfect pill that never disappoints
me; and for the benefit of othrt
liver and
with typhoid
attllcted
chronic constipation, will say:, take
Dr. Kings New Life Fills."
Guar
25c at all deal
anteed satisfactory.
ers.
o
ing dancing by tiny
The buek-and-burnt cork artists at the Juvenile
Minstrels Monday night, April 1st,
promise to be a very taking feature
of the evening's performance.
Sl'HIKI-for Futrelle's for bar
stoves, carpets,
gains lu furniture.
Corlinoleum and window shades.
ner Coal and Second.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone nukes the

The
telephone
your health, prolongs your Ufa
and protects your home,

duties lighter, the cares less
nd the worries fewer.
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IONT DROP

kinds as there are daya In the year.
SOME GROCERIES
have flue labels to recommend them
and nothing else. The kind we hand!
will give satisfaction on the table and
In the eating.
We don't take the
Wa want to
0U. tand-rd- .
character of the content
of every Jackage.

.K

The Champion Grocery Co.
MATTEUCCI IlKOS.
TIJra Ave. Phone 61.

W.

(itVLK I ALL I
BREAD OiJ

HOUSE

Juvenile Minstrels

YOUR GROCER HAS IT

In White Chorus

Latest Coon Songs
Comical Jokes
Fancy and Clog Dancing
Olio of Bright and Clever Specialties
Pretty Girls, Pretty Costumes

aMas

lit: n',
ALWAYS

""B!

S-
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KAmT RAIL

FREWrfTASm

PIIOTCCTID ST

I

J
L0.
JiailLiJJUBMBBc.
S. PATENT.
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H

DEALER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

J.IN C.NATIVE
BALDRIDGE
A NO CHICAGO
PAINT

S

Covers more,

the longest, moat economical; full meaxure.

BUILDING

'"it

FRENCH BAKERY
OM

--

30

nnr

fallacy that all rrocerlM are
teThere
a ike.
are aa many different

One-thir-

r.i.d'M' auspices of the Woman's Club.

IX YOfm

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Monday Night, April 1st

j

io West Gold Ave.

1

ELK'S OPERA

Little Ones in Black Face

i

DKALEK IN

as the I'resbyterlan, Christian, Hop1
fist and Lutheran
churches fitting
themes were chosen by the pastors
anil extra attention was paid to the
music. The audience lu all cases
was large and at several
of the
houses of worship It was necessary to
nnd to the usual seating capacity by
the requisition of extra chairs.
If the outpourings of the Easter of
no 7 and the reverential demeanor of
those who attended the churches of
this city during the day are a crlter
ion, the "sweet story of old" has lost
none of Its powerful meaning and
still holds Its accustomed sway over
the hearts, the Impulses and the
hopes of men.

ritiirr

14

STATIONERY

323 South Second Street

ing.
At both of the Methodist, as well

i

1

PATENTS,

Troopers Kngslrooni and Clark, of
the Fifth cavalry, stationed at Fort
Wlngate, N. M were given their discharge from the army Saturday for
disability, and are in town todiiy
buying cltlzen'ri clothes.
Mr. Clark,
while driving a team of mules overland, got stuck in the mud.
Darkness came upon him and he had to
sleep in the rain all night.
The
;i.ohi:,
svmi'i.f.s
next morning he was found In a crit- bun
d
off regfor rugs.
ical condition.
Inflammatory rheu- ular hiprice.
Futrelle
Furniture Co.
matism had set in and his body was
drawn up so that be could not move.
Don't miss the Yankee Doodle girls
In a few weeks, through proper nurstheir song and drill Monday night,
ing, ho regained control of his body in
April 1st.
He druus a
ami was discharge
pension now.
Juvenile Minstrels at the opera
Kugstroom w.i-- . in the navy before house Monday night, April 1st. Ungoing Into the army, and after vis der the auspices of the Woman's club.
iting his parents In Maine, li hope 4 A rare treat Is In store for those who
I
to again rejoin Hi" navy.
attend.
,

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

:

.

II
lll.l'K KT1JI, Himi
MOUND.
THE lirT IN CUV,
'. PAUIERS.
T J.
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re-re-

The exact and positive date of the
special election to be held to decide
the bond proposition now before the
city, will be settled at the council
Anyway.
meeting tonight.
this Is
what the board of aldermen hope for.
It was at first decided to huhl the
election In April; then the old city
hall was rented for two months long
er nnd the date of the special election
was postponed
until sometime In
May. It will be known after tonight
at just what date the election will be
held.
The meeting tonight being a reg
ular one ami one that opens a new
quarter all quarterly hills win he rend
and passed upon. This. with the
usual routine business, the reading of
the ordinance providing for the special election, and the setting of the
date for the same was all that was
being looked forward to by the aldermen this afternoon.

nvn.

PAPER

Always In stock.

Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

LUMBER

looks

Plaster,

best, wears

Llm. Cement

AUll QVERQ I E, NEW

MKX.

ALBUQUEIiQUE

PAOH SIX.
lovlc peep" from Ihe page

of I'linrh.
while at the cab stand. In Trafalgar
"iiuarc, not one lingering
relic of
C'lUino locomotion was to be seen. It
proclaim that the hansom Is doomed. lli'Migh the change Is not so apparent In the poorer quarter of the
city.
The old loiulonrr looks 011
wlih a sigh. for. with the hansom,
with Its well groomed horse, smart
driver and gleaming harness, go the
memories of holiday, with a glorious
round of thealer-golndinners and
gnyelle. bound up so
! metropolitan
Inseparably with Its swift hiinsom.
To be thrown head llrst through the
front window hardly detracted from
the pleasure It was part of the
game.
Kven the musty 'growler.
weather-beate- n
driver, purple of
She. and Queen Alexandra, Its
face and raucous of voice. ilrHIng n
horseflesh, still
pitiable
specimen
of
of England. Her Sister. Do lirt Its champions. Hut
to the new
Ijotuloner the advantages of Ihe moLondon Together.
tor cab nie too numerous to weigh
fur one moment iignlnst the sentiment
that clings to the London of Dickens.
To them the old way Is slow, dirty,
noisy and cxpciisi e.
tin the oilier
GUARDED
hand, (he motor cab Is faster. runa
more smoothly, and for a long
super-- 1
Is
COSSACK IN UNIFORM tance the vehicleIncomparably
It Is supplanting
. Id
The
Londoner may grieve for the
departing glory of his day. but Unhealth, nerves ami convenience of tile
new lnidoner will be the better for
Successful Cose of Use of Surgi- the
passing of Ihe horse.
cal Knife For Cure of ConPrince of Wales anil Admiral's I Inn.
Admiral the Prince of Wales would,
firmed Insanity.
like to tly his (lag at the main of the
!
Dreadnaught or other of the mighty
battleship which have been added to
pciul f 'nrrespnndcncc.
navy
he was In active servthe
londou. March 2.'t. f, 'lowly KUard-ti- y ice, but assince
this Is now impossible, he
11
swarthy will have one
ftiKantic Cossack
of his sons, perhaps thj
In rich
mtul
trained for a naval career. He
uniform. tiifTl and fur cap her eldest,
thi
announcement at the animjH-rtot- l
hiphnesn the dowager cm-rv- s made
nual meeting of the Koyal Navy
going
Kiiwia
has
been
about
if
deFund, over which he presided.fuwtdnn with her ulster. Queen Alex- sponding
to a vote of congratulation
They made the on tils recent
andra, of Knxlui'd.
to the rank
muml of palace of art, the govern- of admiral, thepromotion
prince expressed a
ment building, mill other point or w ish that he could
to actlv
return
Interest, and. of course, attracted
but he was afraid that coul
Hut the personage service,
t!tlTitloii.
It was Just thirty years ago
be.
who umf In for even more attention not
he Joined the navy, lie said, and
their royal majesties was the that
on
to
went
describe the great changes
ms prinif Cossack.
He Is the chief lhat have taken
place In the design
empress'
'bodyguard,
the
and
tf
lower of the licet since then. As
her wherever nhe gne. and
were so many of his 'brother ofliunger ftlways menaces the members there
ficers present he would like to tell
T ane ruling house of Itussia.
anil them, as a measure of his Interest in
Tp fate if her imperial consort ut the service,
that he had decided that
ers la his eldest son
Ihe hands of the Immb-thro- tt
should go to Osborne
jtlways present In the dowager
in May, and although hi eldmind. The plana designed college
son might not be able to make the
Jkere In London by those responsible est
navy hi career, he hoped one of bis
tc hpr safety to Hecure her Immunsons would be able to do so.
other
ity from peril nfford not a little
amusement, for we are not used to Verdict for Owner of Haunted House.
ruse and subterfuge In connection
The publication of ghost stories, a
with the movements! of roynl person-:age- mild
form of newspaper delirium t
For Instance, the time of her which London paper are very susjsxrtval In London from the continent ceptible, has 'been given a decided
w designedly announced for u later check. A Jury In the king' bench
arour than that on which she did ar- court was the medium of administrarive, and the public missed the spec- tion in the case, and the prosecuting
tacle of the giant Cossack and the witness, no less an embodied spirit
Kltle empress alighting from the spe--l- than .Stephen Phillips, author of
train.
These extra precautions "Anthony and Cleopatra" and other
.are not without warrant. however. achievements
Thu suit
In literature.
Scores of terrorists pursued out of was associated with a villa at Kgham,
Russia are known to be hiding In which he formerly occupied and
london. any one of whom. It Is
from which, according to a story in
would gladly lay a
the Mall, he wa driven by the ghost
bouquet at their empress' of
a child ntrnngld by a farmer fifty
feet.
The railway line from Dover years ago.
defending new spa pelwas guarded thoroughly by police. matic light The
of the matter in court,
nl many Scotland Yard men sup- and Introduced
many amusing witplemented
the force of Russian nesses; 'but the owner swore that he
Jeruths. directed by the
tall and
unable to rent the villa
wurthy Cossack. The use of the ruse, had been
the story appeared, and thought
rommon in llussiu, of anticipating the since
The
he ought to be indemnified.
time table was successful in one
Jury thought so. too,
the very enthat very few people witnessed tertaining trial ended and
very
sobera
in
lie nrrivul of the royal party. Queen ing verdict for damages.
l,
Alexandra, however. wo In the
ecllon
and was at the station to greet There
more Catarrh In thi
the country than all other diseases
ulster to a land which she has of
years
put
few
together,
until
the
and
last
years, since
wit visited for forty-fou- r
For a
whs supposed to be Incurable.
Jte attended the wedding of' Kd ward, greHt
It
pronounced
many
years
doctor
prince of Wales, and Alexandra, prln-wk- h a local disease and precrlled local remof Denmark and daughter of edies, and by constantly fatting to cure
with local treatment, pronounced IncurKing Christian.
The two sisters,
He i elite
him proven catarrh to
whom there is a close resem- able,
a constitutional diseaBe and therefore
be
blance, though the empress Is shorter requires
treatment. Hall's
constitutional
In atature than the iueen, go from Catarrh Cure, manufactured
by r
J.
place to place in a closed carriage,
heaey
Co., Toledo. Ohio. I the only
instead of the open automirblle the constitutional cure on the market.
it
I
taken internally In done from
lueen usually occupies, followed by drops
directly
teaspoonful.
act
It
to
a
I heir suites ubto in closed carriages. on
the blood and mucous surfaces of Ihe
X
delinite announcements of their system.
They offer one hundred dollar
movements are made, as is ordinar- for any case It fall to cure. Send for
ily done, and the public is .only made circulars and testimonial.
Address:
K. J. CIIKNKY
IV..
.swart of their presence when a colos-a- l
Ohio.
Toledo,
figure in Cossack uniform alights
Hold by all Druggists. 7r
from his closed carriage to open that
Hull s Family l'llls for constipaTake
f the empress and her sister.
tion.

HIGH CO

RUSSIA IN
LONDON
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Vanishing I l oin I guidon Life.
Hyde I'ai k corner the other day
every day but one horse
Mood, dejected, among the dozens of
looking almost as much
cabs,
motor
UI of place as if he were a "piehis- -

IIim'mt
A

11

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

whom; om-'.i;tl i n si ritiiMi;
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NEW MEXICO

Re-

INTEREST
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llf
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ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

"
With Amp'a Mean
I

AUTIST Jl'M AN STOUV.
KKI'LV TO A IltlNC'K
A story
told of how i:iniiui
imprewwd iihiii the present king
of laiglaiiil her Ideas of American isqtuillty. not U say
n Ionsoii In galU-n-irH MCfniK that she wit at n hall at which
the. prince tt
Male, was a guest. Introduced, ho asked her It llwanl.
lie iuld do Iter the honor of daiichig wlib her. Ouli-klM11II0
ulie rrHudcd with a
nnd a cer-- I
tain ciiiplin-- K
will In only too glad to
yon to liuc Hull honor.
I ..MM A

TAVERN

kid .it.iv
.mii;tox
as ih:kx i:kmoi;i:d.

New York. March 2!. After a
year's work. New York's oldest building. Krauce'a tavern, of revolutionary
fame, ha been rebuilt to conform to
its appearance as Ceo. Washington
saw It when he bade farewell to his

l

:

Ml lSSTOHY.
KM MA KAMIOS'

y

New York. April I. Seldom has
It was in London
a divorce case come up In which the mance took place. In

problem of artistic temperament has
been so vividly presented as in the
rupture between the famous grand
opera singer, Kmma. Karnes, nnd her
artist husband, Julian Story.
Their love, surviving
sixteen
yearn of the limelight about
of publicity
and eminence in different fields of artistic endeavor, has been pointed to
as a triumph of sentiment over temperament.
Hut now this fiction has been dissipated nnd the prima donna anil
her painter husband have succumbed
to the tradition of the stage with a
suit to never their marital
lies
brought by the singer.
Mme. Karnes Is an American, ami
physically an well as vocally one of
the most attractive singers tin the
grand opera, stage. She was born
at Shanghai. China, and her youth
was spent In Maine, where she studied under her mother, a singer
great culture. Her professional musi-of
cal education was received In Kurope
anil she made her debut at the Paris
grand opera, scoring a success, although it followed right on the heels
of a performance by I'attl.
Krotn
that lime her success has been continuous and consistent.

and UnturpaMJij

Facllltlaa.

thnt her

ro-

S 9 1 she secretly married Julian Story. American artist, who had Just reached the
climax of his fame. The marriage
was secret for the reason that Mme.
Karnes, the singer's mother, was opposed to her marrying, at least for
that time, and wished her to devote
herself to her artistic career.
The
marriage was announced.
however,
within two or three days after it took
place, the prince of Wales, now King
Kdward VII. sending her the first letter of congratulation.
She made her
operatic debut in America In the
same year.
With his marriage to the singer,
Story seemed to have subordinated
his career to that of his wife. He
devoted himself greatly to her, designing some of her most effective
costumes and painting her portrait
frequently.
He ranks among toe
leading portrait artists of the woriu.
It has long been said by friends that
his devotion to her was classical.
Now the romance
Is clouded by
his alleged attentions to a Philadelphia society debutante.
It is alleged
that, at a ball given in that city by
Story, Mme. Karnes attended in disguise and heartl the gossip which led
her to sue for divorce.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $15, 000. 00.

'Proposals for Day School Uuildlngs,
Santa Fe, New Mexico." and addressed to the Commissioner of Indian Af- faris, Washington, I). C, will be re
ceived at the Indian Olliee until two
o'clock p. m. of April IS, 1907, for
furnishing and delivering the necessary materials and labor required to
construct and complete a day school
building and employes' quarters both
of adobe at the San lldefouso day
school, New Mexico, In strict accordance with plans, specltlcations and
Instructions to bidders which may be
xamlneil at this otllce, the oiiices or
The Citizen," Albuquerque, N. M.,
and the "New Mexican," Santa Fe.
.". M.; the Huilders' and Trailers'
at Omaha, Neb., St. Paul,
Minn., and Minneapolis, Minn.; Northwestern Manufacturers' Association,
St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S. Indian
Warehouses at Chicago, 111., St. Louis,
Mo., Omaha, Neb., and New York, N.
Y.; anil with Clinton .1. Crandall,
Supt., Indian School, Santa Fe, N. M.,
to whom application should be made
for further information. C. F. I,Alt- ltAItKi:, Acting Commissioner.
o
Saved Ilcr Son's Life.
The happiest mother In the little
town of Ava. Mo., Is Mrs. S. Huppee.
"One year ago my son
She writes:
was down with such serious lun;
trouble that our physician was un
able to help him; when, by out
druggist's advice I began giving him
Dr. King's New Iiscovjry, and 1
I kept
soon noticed Improvement.
this treatment up for a few weeks
when he was perfectly well. He has
worked steadily since at carpents
work. Dr. King's New Discovery
saved his life." Guaranteed best
cough and cold cure by all dealers.
50c and it. 00. Trial bottle free.
o
FOUT IIAYAIll) N. M.. MAItCII -- 6
I'JtlT.
Sealed proposals In triplicate
for constructing approximately
cif cement gutters and side
walks at this post, will be received
here until II a. m. May I. I!tli7. anil
then opened. Information furnished
on application, t'nltetl States reserves
right to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof. Knvel- opes containing proposals should be
endorsed "flutters anil Sidewalks''
nnd addressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal,
liuartei niaster.
Klieuiuatic Pains Kelicved.
Chamberlain's Fain lialm relieve
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
and rest possible, which is alone
worth many times Its cost. ii. k".
Crocker, Esq., now bi years of age,
and for twenty years Justice of the
peace at Martlnsburg. Iowa, saa:
"I am terribly afliicted with sciatic
my left ami and
In
rheumatism
right hip. I have used three bottles of Chamberlain's Pain lialm and
It did mo lots of good."
For sale
by all druggists.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,
JOSHUA 8. RATNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKKH
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDS

MEW MEXICO
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Director
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Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Fronts
Depositor; far Atchison, Topeka k Saata Fe

tS00.00l.il
I250.000.0t
Railway

Compaay

STRICTLY PRIVATE
We solicit your banking
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Ui Ki:rs:
Mothers, arc onr boy smoking inst
If so. bine you uaiuoil
tlieiii ol its clls? Have you ccr realized what ll inav
menu to them,
and to you'.'
Imy
s
Is
""'rare
dear to you. rend hnt this elgaret-ei-iie- d
1" ?'""
M.
hoy did. He uas brought up in a good home. lie Is only In
his iceiis now, hut he Is in
11 lib a
mhsIIIc luuitlcr charge hanging
mer liini. lie shot his ownJailstepfather.
And figure! smoking, say the
iollif, caused lli(. Iragi-dy- .
i.eaii - tins terrible story to your sons as a uarulim. II may sae you
111
iMiiiiacia-

8ollclU

1

IN DEED

STEPFATHER-GLOR- IES

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Solomon Luna, A. If. Blackwett,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

CRAZED BY GIGARETTES, BOY SHOOTS

c,

1

iii:r

I. IOoT.

capital and surplus, $ioo,uoo

PKOPOSALS FOIt. TWO ADOIIH
Department of the In
ISI'ILiDINdS.
terior, Otllce of Indian Affairs, Wash
ington. I),
March is, lao..
SKAI.KD PP.OI'OSAIiS, plainly marked on the outside of the envelope
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Tor Insanity.
Knife
The knife cure for Insanity Is the
.latest exploit of modern surgery, u
:wlence which has become as prolilic
f the sensational as any of the profuse sources of special wonder.
on his nun theory thu' in- Hanily does not Involve the entire
brain, as commonly believed, Dr. ller-nar- d
Hollander has Just demonstrated
lhat Insanity can be cured by surgical
operation.
One case In which the
new discovery was tried with tiucces-- i
was that of a patient who wus him-nca physician of middle age. Home
.years ago this doctor fell heavily on
his head, soon after which serious
Hi
themselves.
tTects
showed
He
character changed completely.
became emotional, Irritable, very pro
time, and developed suicidal tenden
urs
les.
After suffering seven
trying all possible medical treatment, he came to London during .1
Joeid interval and consulted Dr. HolDlaguofing the seat of the
lander.
ltnease a being a certain part of the
Dr,
Hollander advised an oper-aiitlralru
Ui which the patient consented
tin trephining, a morbid condition In
this region was discovered, and an
Iluld, which
excess of ccrcbro-Hpinhad prevented the brain from pulsating, was let off.
The rest of the
brain was found healthy and the
Three weeks
wound was closed.
To
later the patient was quite well.
make sure of the permanency of this
cure. Dr. Hollander has waited a
year anil a half before annnjnciiig
the results of Hie remarkable opera-lio-

iu:.i ni

The le III pencil Is one of ihe most
common articles In everyday ue. an.
a. lino. (Mia pencils are nianu-I- n
nearly
this country every year.
To manufacture these millions of pen.
cils there are reiiulrcd llii.inni tons,
or ".St'iO.Olin cubic feet, of wood. o
Hint each day in the year Sail tons,
or JO. (Mill cubic feet of wood are used
Since practically all of
for pencils.
red cedar, and since the
the wood
pencil Industry Is Hteadlly growing,
the supply of red cedar Is greatly depleted; yet no substitute
has been
found for It. Leaving out of consideration the imported pencils, the average educated American over
year of age uses six pencils of home
Ten years
manufacture each fear.
ago he used less than five.
Ked cedar ha u soft, straight grain
and when grown under best conditions is free from defects. Peeaiise
of Its peculiar iUnlitles no i.ii.illy
good substitute for It has ever been
found, and it Is doubtful If any other
wood using industry Is so dependent
upon a single specie as the pencil
Industry Is dependent upon red cedar.
In fact, red cedar Multuble for pencil
manufacture Is the only wood the
price of which is always quoted by
the pound.
Strange as it may seem, no steps
hi.ve heretofore been taken to provide
for a future supply of red cedar.
This has been largely due to a lack
ot Information on thu rale of growth
and the habit of the tree, nnd to the
widespread belief that second-growt- h
red cedar never reaches merchantable size.
In accordance with its policy toward the conservation and economic
use of commercial woods, the forest
service ha made 11 careful study of
red ceilii'- nnd na come to ttie con
elusion that' It can profitably be
grown in region or its development.
Several change are recommended in
present forest management In order
to secure the desired growth. In the
southern forests the cedar will have
be given a better chance Instead
of being considered, a now. a negligible quantity in Its younger stages.
tree
md many of the forest-grow- n
which are now cut for fence posts
an prolltably be left to attain their
full development and thus become
ivailable for pencil wood.
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plete Rapidly Decreasing Supply.
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business; and with the
assurance on our part

that it will be kept
STRICTLY
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PRIVATE
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

.

P 111 j

general at the close of the war. The
old building at Pearl and liroad
street wa familiar to all tourists.
but In it restoreiPsliape they will not
recognlxe it. Two stories have been
taken 01T. Ihe roof changed and other alterations made, and now it i
a handsome building and more co
lonlal In style. A large part of tin
original brick and wood ha been
used.
The Sons of t lit- - Revolution will
dedicate and reopen It on May I.

(clvT

Mm
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FROM YEAR TO YEAR
WORSE
The
brought

is an excess of uric acid in
canst; of Klictunati.-.on liy indigestion, chronic constipation, weak, kidneys anil a general slug-ifihcondition of the entire system. The refuse and waste matter of the
body in not carried out as itatnie intends, hut is left to ferment and sour and
the blood. The first evidence of
venerate uric acid, which is absorbed into
Rheumatism is usually little wandering- - tpains in the muscles and joints, or
a, tender, sensitive place on the flesh. These are often bo slight that nothing
is tlunightof them and they pass away; but with eat h recurrence the trouble
become more Sevete, ami frntti slight wandering pains ami exrited nerves,
Rheumatism grows to be a painful and almost constant trouble. The longer
the poison remains in the blood the firmer hold the trouble gets ca the sy
tent. J.. u n day the acitl deposit is increasing ami the disease grows worse
from year to year. After awhile the joitits become coaled with a corrosive
substance which seriously intctferes with their wotting ami movement
and sometime they become permanently fcti IT and useless. S. S. S
turcs Rheumatism by going down into the
blood and attack in;' the disease at its head. It
neutralizes the poisons ami acid and dissolves
the .s.i'.U atul irritating deposits, making th?
blood .stream pure, fresh and healthy. IS. S. S
i i made
entirely of roots, herbs and ii.i'ks, ami
PURELY VEGETABLE
is t'.'.e'cfote a safe reined v. When the bhsid
ha. .ten !".iritic(l bv S S. S tlio pains ami
lit
toe cure ! Permanent
Ms away, an
o! 1;
U iic fret.
THE SWIFT SPECIHC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
tlu-Moo-

li

I

.

i
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
Special

'orrespoinleiice.
Mo., April 1. Oscar J.
boy. Is held
Wcinsberg, a
a prisoner here with a possible murder charge hanging over him. waiting
the outcome of the four bullet
wounds he Indicted on his stepfather.
of Untiring. celliiiK, wainscoting, parIr. Julian Welushcrg. The shooting
tition und other lumber in hard and
was deliberate.
The boy's mind was
soft woods, shingles, lath, etc., isn't
LINE
LINE
deranged by cigaret smoking. He
always that marked at the lowest
imagined he was being defrauded by
Hut when it comes to
his stepfather out of $:(. That causup the cost for two or three countuig
vears at
ed the tragedy.
we guarantee that you'll
a
tttretch,
.1.
ONCAIt
EIXSIlKHO. 'I HK ST
Voting WeiiiKlictg has hail a good I.OI IS KOt ( IliAKKI' I IKXII. AXII
airree with us that ours is the best line
education. Suddenly he left home. HIS STEPIWI IIKH. WHOM IlKl HA
of lumber in tills vicinity.
upon mis. si I'.l l .i l llr.lt.
Then the cigaret habit grew
Hit. .H I.I W
1
him. lit! smoked from 1" to .'. pack
iMii:i;o.
whom 111: ihihh
I I II
ages a day. Ills nerves went to pieces
III I. LETS.
ami he had to give up a good posl- RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
t loo.
Cause of Stomat-Trouble.
ISrooding uver fancied wrongs, and
When a man has trobule with his
Corner Third and Marquette
taking a revolver. lie went to r. stomach you may know that he is
W'ciiishei is's anil demanded
eating
more
and
or
than
he
of
should
ptLiu.it'Aiiox.
xtiiHi: roil
two diplomas, which he said were his some article of food or drink not
I lepurtment
of the Interior, haul
lir. Wcinsberg ordi led the suited to hH ago or occupation, or
(ittice at Santa Ke. N. M , March BC, properly.
boy from the house unit then Oscar that
his bowels are
habitua'ly fBCBB,lBVC
ISftT.
As his stepfather lay helpless constipated.
tired.
Take
Chamberlain's
"OLD RELIABLE."
ESTABLISHED IITI. ?
Notice is hereby given that Antonio Oil the Hour, the hoy tired two inure Stomach and I.iver Tablets to reguPalle. of I.aguua, N. M . has liled no- bullets into him.
late
Improve
the
bowels
and
ths
tice of his intention to make tinal live-yehe appeared to gloat digestion and see if the trouble does
When
proof in support of his claim. over his arrested
He ycemeit to think not disappear.
crime.
samAsk
a
for
free
viz
Homestead entry No. 6842. lie had done a commendable deed
ple. Sold by all druggists.
made February 12, 1902, for the S
v,
N,
ii
NW
township
section 2,
,j
range r W, and that said proof will
be made before Silveotre Mirabel, IT.
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
J. D. Eakla, President.
S f'ourt Commissioner, at San Itnfael,
Cbaa Mellnl, tfttscrtKajt
Q Oloml, Vlca Prealdea'
X. M , on May 6. 1 i 0 7 .
O Btcbecht, Treasarar.
lie uiiines the following witnesses to
and Most Exclusive Stack of Stat-lCarries the larg-iiGroceries la
prove bis continuous residence upon,
In the Southwest.
and cultivation of. the land, viz.:
Cliarlet Can, Ijoiciixo Itoniero, Juuu
Successors to
Pille. Jose M Caco, all ot Laguna.
N M.
FARM AND
MELINI L EAKIN, and BACHECHI ft SIOMI.
MAXl i:l. Ii OTKIIO.
WHOLrmALK
IN
DCALCRt
Kegister.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
RAILItOAD AVENUE.
How to Kemalii i Oiin.
t
To continue young in health
and
strength, do us Mrs. N.
liovran,
W$
tvrytblag Id stock outfit th
says:
tia., did.
She
most fastidious bar eomploto
"Three bottle of Electric Killers curTHE
ed me of chronic liver and
Hav been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jea, I.
troubid complicated with such an
Schliti,
B.
and
Yellowstone,
Lemp
Louis
A.
C.
Breweries;
Wm.
St
unhealthy condition
of
the blood
Creen River, W. H. McBrayer'a Cedar Brook, LOula Hunter, T.J. Mon.
turned red as funnel.
thai my
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
arch,
atandard
of
brands
and other
whisklea to numerous ts mentlen
I air. now practically L.0 years young-er tluu before 1 tot
Klectrlc Hit-WE
ARE
NOT
COMPOUNDERS.
1 can now
do a in y w oi k with
But sell tie straight article aa received by us from tne best
Utrtee.
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Rooting
ea-- e
t
my
in
ai.d
husband's
I) Bt'.liei it s dJ Breweries lu the UrlieJ Stat a. Call and lmrect oar
U
si...--,' "
iuvranteej a
dealer.
Stock in J Prices, or write for Uiustrated Catalogue and Prlee Ui
Albuquerque, New Mexico
First and Marquette
Issued to dealers only.
for The lAculii Citizen.
ttTfrJifWJtmkmmaWBBaammammm
St.
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Consolidated Liquor Company

FREIGHT WAGONS

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
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stock carpet in order to make room for our Now
spring stuck of Ru;s and Carpets we are recehing daily.
Call and make your selection
and we will make the price
tight.

of all old

r-.-

s

Ftsttelle Ftif nittire Company
MORRISSEY, TRAINMEN'S CHIEF

sete
l

letnpt of

CRISIS TODAY,

IS LEADER

I.

In Jail

for

rim-

-

Tea.

In aceord-ancra!li iiaiN i!i
with a law recently enacted
l.uislaluve, will he comthe prc-rpelled M eti!n their locomotives Willi
leclric headliKnts m at least I..MHI
Cillnlle pow rl
Tlie Tex. is house has linally p.isse.l
the S.inl i Ke railioail consoli.latlon
bill. The bill went iinniedilalely to
He has nnnouncC'l
tlie Movornor.
Kfl ort will then
that he will veto it.
be made to pass l over his eto
All

ii

i: i

;Im

w

(.hi:i:m:s

i

Mexico City.

e

l'

.ltl STKIl HESTRIKE
VETO THREATENED

AS

TIIOKill
VOTEI IT CAREER

MEN

EVEN

MAN

Y

M

M

Of
Willi GREAT REM

HAVE
THIS
S

I".
H.
Cleveland. Ohio. April
Morrissey. (craml nuiKtir nf tin' Broth
rrhwutl of Railway Train nn'ii. whirh
has national headiiartprn in this city
in the man who will lead the strike
In rasp the 50.000 train workers west
of Chicago ro out.
Morrlssey began hi railroad ft n.s
a rail boy for the Chicago - Alton,
at his home in l'lunmlriKUiti. III. lie
I

I i

S POWER

Pullman chops, memln'rs of the union
contrary to the advice
rif the leader
of the organization,
The latter demanded that the Pull-- j
company
man
arbitrate. This was re- fused and a boycott of Pullman cars
went Inlo effect. The men were wlll- except handle
hiK to do all work
I'ulman cars. Th managers' assocla- tion took chui'Ke of the
Pullman
iiliiarrel ami a uciiiimI strike was the
i emit.
Mail cars were put at the rear end
f trains, anil to protect
the mail
300 Pnited Slates deputy
marshals
were pill in the yards at Chicago.
Judges
tirosscnp
Federal
Woods and
against
(Slanted blanket injunctions
menibers id the union ami "all pir-- ;
sons whomsoever.''
went on strike

(

Har-ilimi-

1

neKotialinu with
Col.
the copper tnag-nai- e
of New York, for the purchase
of the l;lo C.rande. Sierra Madre
Pacific railroad, wlncii runs from I'.l
Paso. Texas, tu Tarrazas. Mexico, a
1'mler Its
distance of lr.ti miles.
new concession the road Is being extended toward a Pacillc coast port of
Mexico.
The road was bouuht by
Col. Creelie about two years ago.

TI!lMi:N
i i

.N.

w
Y.. April

conference between delegates of the
llrotherhood of Hallway Trainmen
nnd the Order of Uallway Conductors, which was In progress here foi
two days, closed Saturday, aftei in t
fylng an agreement formulated at
recently to federate on all
ilh the railroad
mailers In dispute
companies. It calls for
of the otticcrs of both bodies in onler
lo present a bold front to their employers.
I

io
I

i;i

pvcii'ic

I :

'hlcago.
was

ni l'
isai.i.oxy

( I

it.;-i-

:

April

i:.

Passeng--

l
throughout
association circles

by the action or the I'liion Pacitlc lo

Issuing a circular stating that, effective at once, oilicers of the I'lilled
Slates army and nay, en route to
government
use
who
the orient.
transports or battleship. from
coast, will not be allowed
3,Mi
of
baggage allowance
pounds by rail lines to the Paclll
They will be entitled to this
coast.
allowance only when holding transpacific tickets or orders for Mich
tickets on steamer lines other than
government transports or battleship,
III.-fre-

a

o

n

scheim i.ks
in i iiicxt.o.

.

I

-

i.
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PATHICK Jl. MOItltlSSEY. THE I.AHOIt I.EAIkEK WITH A TUEMENU-O- l
S lli:SPONSIItll.l I V.
Mitrrissfy Is gnind master of the Krotlicrlnsxl of ItuiilrtMiil I'raliiiueii
lejulcr of tile men In tlx- threatening movement in Hie tt.t.
and tlM'n-rorlit lutM (lie Kiwer to veto a strike.
-

v

worked his way up to brakemau nuU
conductor. He Is now 4tf.
He has held his present position
years, and prior to that was vice
grand master six years.
Hailroad
Hrotherhood of
The
Trainmen has ml, mm members In Hie
I'liiled Slates and Canada, composed
baggageof conductors, brakemen,
men and switchmen, baggagemen and
is
men and switchmen
ihe Order of Hallway Conductors.
Willi 4.r,0UM menibers.
The numbei
of men outside these orgauialioiis approximates 3U per cent of the total.
The rules of the hrotherhood give
the grand masier the right to veto a
the
strike on any road even nfl.-men on the disaffected road have
Hut he cannot devoted lo strike.
clare a siiike until tlie no n have so
1

voted.

Mr., M nil i.ssev 's career as replesen- ti.live of this strong orga nial ion h.i
been marked with f airness that lias
brought 1) in the respect of railsvav
managers and the confidence of his
and kindred oi u.iiiiy.alimis.
i

I.AM' I. HEAT Ull HO
M HIKE OV I U III

iiv

I

i:ii:it

In July.

President Cleveland sent
force of the regular army, despite
the protest of the state, county and
city authorities, and In face of a report from the nupemnendent of Hie
railway m.iil service that there has
been no accumulation
of mail In

a

'h icago.

Ealer Oovcrnor Allgeld sent stale
troops lo the scene.
The action of the courts and the
president paralyzed the activities of

I. M

i.

III
pow

i

i;

liijiiiKiiou by Inltitl Male
.Indies mill lii sips St'in l
l icvcland llefeateil
Itch Movement in IHtll.

IllanUel

Special 'on espolidence.
Chicago. April 1. The last ureal
luilroad strike occurred in IMi4. Its
and the
features were injunctions
great display of federal power.
Twenty-fou- r
railroads centiiing in
this city fot Hied, in IKSti. a voluntary unincorporated body called the
ileiieral Managers' association. The
object was to deal unitedly with such
question as car service, rates and
wages.

The force of Hie inlllliili.ilii.il did
not it.iwu upon Ihe railroad ciuploves
until, in 1:!, when sw itchincn on a
nuinlier of the lines
for .in increase In pay. They received an answer from the managers association,
representing Hie solid strength of the
twenty-fou- r
i.iilroads. Hiat t hey wvic
getting as much if not more
th.m
was properly due them.
Following the example of their
the men then roi nieO an or- iniuition of all classes o, i.iilioad- It was called
the American
is.
il.iilway union, and Kugene '. debs
.v.i.s chosen president
Tlie tnst strike
..
Ihe union was declared against
the Oreal Northern railroad ami was
won by the men.
A few weeks later employes at the

TO
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We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

Washington,
April
The
mol
thorough and searching hi estimation
- of the conduct of the p.wiofiice department ever attempted was commenced today In New York by the
members of the roiiRresional postal
commission, provided for by tin- - pus:
oll e appropriation bill, p isscd during the closing days
of the Fifty-nint- h
Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing
congress.
Toggery that would add to your Summer comfort that we canThe personnel of the commission
Is as follows:
Senator Penrose, of
not show in a style to please you. Come, see.
Pennsylvania, chairman of the
liepresenta-liv- e
commission;
HHEIHflHiiiHHHI
chairOvei'street. of Indiana.
man of the house postofficc commission: Hepreseiilative Moon, of TenOlllllll Wl
nessee, and (Jordner. of New Jersey,
Fashioned Apparel
Clay, of ileorgia, and
and
Fine Clothing and Furnishings.
THt WAtMIMCYOPI CO.
Carter, of Montana. The actual innew
vestigation Is in charge of the firs:
three named, w ho com pi (so a subthe inquiry.
committee lo conduct
$200 REWARD.
Several experts have bei n employed
COMING EVENTS
to aid in the undertaking, provision
Is offered for the capture of An-tlfor this having been made In the
Pettlne, the murderer of Benecongressional act. thus relieving th
ALMANAC KVENTS.
Investigators of the mechanical par',
detto Berardlnelll. Crime virus comof the work.
March 29 Oood Friday.
mitted In Albuquerque Monday, Feb
ruary 4.
March 31 Caster Sunday.
The entire postal system of tlix
Monday and Tuesday
May 30 Memorial Day of Q. A. R.
C. A. and C. GRANDE.
nation will be covered by the Investigations of the committee and il is
Sulisorllio Tor The t HI.CU ami ptt
expected that many reforms will result. That the inquiry Is intended
the nein.
to be a thorough one Is evidenced by
the fact that congress appropriated
AND CURE TUB LUNGS
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
$7fi.0iu to cover the cost of pmim- Tin (.rent SHctncular OimthiU
Ing experts.
One of the important
WITH
matters to be considered is the proComedy
LIVEUT. SALE. FEED AND
posed restriction of second class rates
TRANSFER
STABLES.
on newspapers, erroneously alleged
o
to he the cause of Hie Uehcit In the
Horses and Muls Bought and Ex- t.
cost of operation of the depa.rt men
changed.
Alleged abuses of the franking privirONSUMPTION
Price
lege will be probed and it is ex11 EST
IN THE GITI
TOURNOUTS
pected will result In the discovery of
BOeMt.OO
0UGHS aM
and
Second
Street,
between
Railroad
the actual source of the deilclt.
Of
Free Trial.
JOLDS
Copper Avenue.
Inning the course of the InvestigaSurest and Uuickeet Cure for
tion a thorough inquiry will be made
THROAT and LUNO TROUBinto the accounting and bookkeeping methods, now in vogue In the deLES, or MONEY BACK.
partment, said to be unduly Involved
DF.VOES READY PAINT
and cumbersome. A new accounting
a
system will likely bp recommended.
Our (Inllon Cavern 600 Square Feet. MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
PILLS
By
Given
whereby records of the receipts and
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
expenditures of the department may
They ofrmm Weialinicukn,
Five
Slops
Years.
tot,
Xo.
Lodge
it.
nilollililuiijm WMttiVufT
irlf.baiiiwu
be kept In such a manner as lo snow O. Albuquerque
ot nifiwmii.
and
"iBti
K.
the actual proportion of the operat- tl. n." Thvy ar
l.lf Kmm''
Avanua
Watt
408
unianhiMu, ai(t!iNr4
tapir)
Railroad
Ing eXKMlses to be assigned lo each
o
eltmrnt of oryan nnd bwljr. N
class of mall matter. The operations
known rpmfiiy fur women pi(nar
of such a system would show the
s'. rolllfi Idrnmir
Ill
People in the Cast 50
cost of transportation and handling 50
HTOTT CHEMICAL JOlta,,
of each class of matter and the cost
TOR AbK BY
ANN A SON
of the services rendered the public
by each division of tho postal ser- Cosvice.
Il would show w hether any Mngiiilicent Scenery, IVcaulifiil
DON J. RANKIN & CO.
class of mall is being carried ml too'
tumes, Novel Electrical Effects.
low a rate and whether any division
INSURANCE, REAL BSTATm
FIRE
exj
of the work is conducted ill an
a
LOANS.
travagant manner.
'
Automatlo Phone 411.
00
St.
Issuing
rickets
The present method of
Armljo
10,
N.
Room
T.
BnileUntr
fraud orders and of conducting prospersons charged
ecutions against
WOM
EN.
WEAK, WEARY
with mailing obscene matter will be
Such matters are now
considered.
postal
of
entirely in the hands
I.earu the i'auw or Dally Woes mill
the
INSURANCE.
officials, without possibility of appeal
End Them.
Secretary Mutual Ilulldlng Assccitft
by the accused parties, and numertlou. Office at 217 West IUUrWI
ous complaints have been made of
When the back aelieu and throbM.
avenue.
alleged alms., i.r the powers Invested
When housework Jh torture.
In the heads of the department.
When ulfiht hrlngx no rest nor
The railway mail service will come
We have taken the management
Flee p.
in for a thorough pioblng. and the
of the Standard PlumblnK & Heating
When urinary (lisonlers ect In
charge that the railroads extort excompany
ask our friend
and
. the public and
Women's lot Is a weary one.
orbitant ales for carrying the mails
to give us their patronage
woes
escape
way
to
a
is
these
There
deinvestigated.
Tlie
free
will be
and
be
Insure
them
the
work
will
Moan's Kidney Pills cure such ills.
tube
livery system and pneumatic
done right and the charges will be
Have cured women here in Albu- fair.
service In the cities and the rural
with Raube and Maugtr
querque.
will
also be
free delivery, system
JOSEPH W. HESSELDEX,
Office, 115 North First St.
No branch of
given an overhauling
This is one Albuquerque woman's
DUXDAR.
HALI'JI
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
the postal service will be neglected,
testimony.
and when Ihe commission completes
217
at
livlntf
Mrs.
Oruhb.
J.
It.
Its work there will likely be many
rOTI A OH API
Broadway, Albuquerque, New
changes made In the conduct of Hie South
says:
two
weeks
Mexico,
about
"For
affairs of the department.
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Ray,
my condition was so th:it whenever
in Charge.
Grain and Fuel.
I
pains
move
around,
and
would
Fine Line of Imported Wines Uqaor- Tile appointment by Secretary Tafl sharp stitches would take me in my
as
Colonel
C.oelhals
of Lieutenant
and Cigars. Place your order foi
of a disturbed
The
chairman of the Panama canal com- loins. Further proof
this line with us.
mission and engineer in charge of condition of the kidneys existed, eviNORTH THIRD ST.
Hie construction of Ihe big ditch be- denced by a too frequent action of
"SHORT
LINE"
comes effective today. The position the secretions from these organs, ns
of commissioner left vacant by Col- was mostly noticeable In the fore part
to the mining camps of Colorado.
THIRD
onel (i. . ethnls Is filled by the ap- of the day. A lady, who had been
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Joseph S. C. similarly troubled and had been cured
pointment of
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, is
Colonel by Doan's Kidney Pills, advised me to
of Kentucky.
Illackburn,
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and
Uoethals will receive an annual sal- uso them. Procuring a box I used
the
ary of $l.ri,ooo during his Incumbency only a small portion nnd tho benefit
All Klnda of Fresh and Salt
as chairman of the isthmian commisSteam Sausage Factory.
so
I
pronounced
was
that
derived
sion.
DENVER
RIO
GRANDE
&
EMIL KL1ENWORT
was Riven proof of the genuineness
, Proposed changes in the adminisMasonto Building, North Third Btr- tration of the canal zone will become of tills medicine as a cure for backRAILROAD
effective the middle of this month ache, and nil Ills arising from deand will result in the abolition of all ranged kidneys."
through
17.
the
fertile San Luis vallocal municipal governments and the
For sale by all dealers. Price r.Oc.
ley; alao to the San Juan country
n
substitution of four administrative
Co.. Buffalo, N. Y..
of Colorado.
of the sole
districts under the control
audits for the United States.
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
canal commissioners, who will be rename
and
Doan's
the
Remember
NOTARY PUBLIC.
For information as to rates,
quired to reside in Panama.
H.
take no other.
train service, descriptive literature
12
and 14 Cromwell BlocM.
Rooms
address.
fur which PILES f'l'RED IX 6 TO II DAYS.
These are
Albuquerque. Telephone No. 13.
especially
S.
is
Salve
K.
HOOPER,
Chamberlain's
I'AZO OINTMK.VT is guaranteed
valuable. It qui' k!y allays the Itch-Ini- ? to cure any case of Itching, Blind,
General Pugscngcr t Ticket Agent
Give us your ROUGH DY work.
and smartine a:.d soon effects a Hleeiling or Protiiding Piles In
to
by
Monday, and get It back WeJe1.- Denver, Colo.
cure. Price. :, r:.'.s. For
tnonuy
14
60c.
or
refunded.
days
Imperial Laundry Co.
all druggists.

Summer Suits at
$12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6

or

MAN DELL

TEXAS.

1.
The
lialveslon. Texas. April
railroads of Texas have made an offer
that If tlie passenger fare is not reduced to two cents per mile, they
will expend $ I a. IKMI. linn in extensions
and Improvements in this state. They
declare this sum shall be expended
within the next fourteen months, and
It Is only n ponton or new mileagi
ami extensions planned which, within Ihe next live years, will aggregate
The roads set
over $IOO.tlllO.Miiii.
forth the rapid settling of Texas and
progressive development of the southwest. They argue that every mile of
new railroad built means the Increase in value of land within a radius of ten miles.
Some of the xtenslous mentioned
are the Frisco's line from Houston to
the Louisiana state line, new terminals of the Yoakum lines and Santa
Fe at Houston. Sunset and Kock Island new lines to Aransas Puss, Saut-Fes new line from llrownwood lo
The future
Ihe New Mexico border.
plans include Immense docks and terIsland-Frisc- o
minals for Ihe Hock
If Ihe passenger
lines at tlalveston.
..
t
cents niauv
rates are reduced to
of these projects, so the railroad
managers say. will have to be Indefinitely deferred, and the development
of Texas will necessarily stirrer.
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For Summer Comfort?
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Chicago, April I A Joint conference was held between the operating
and passenger men of all western
lines, at which there was a general
discussion on the iiiellon of lengthpassengc-trainsof
ening the schedules
men
All
the operating
agreed that they should have more
time between Chicago and the Pacific
coast, and a suggestion was mad
that the schedules or the fast trains
should lie lengthened six hours an. I
that of the slow trains between
eleven and twelve hours.
(OI.OICMlO K SOI Till lt
(II I l( I I,S PHOMOTEH.
James l. Welsh, of UIO East S
street. Trinidad, division superintendent of the Colorado & Southern
railway, was yesterday appointed gen.
era superintendent of the Colorado
Southern system, with headquarters In l.eiiver. i ffectlve April 1. savs
He will rethe Trinidad advertiser.
move to llenver. with his wife and
children at once.
The ollice of gi nerat manager will
be abolished April 1, and i!ener.il
Manager .1. V. Young, a nephew of
lirigliain Young, of I t. ill fame, w ill
leave the Colorado .ii- Southern to h"
f the Hock
wltli (lie Frisco syste
Island road.
The duties heretofore performed by
the general manager will fall on A.
Parker, the vice president, but tieti-era- l
Superintendent Welsh will do t h
real work, at a greatly increased salary over what he has been earning as
division superint ndeiit - and he In'
made a good on
enumerated
h
Tlie changes
irciilar re- were made pulilii
Celv. d here ecelltl
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Are You on the Lookour;

Penrose Committee With Army
of Experts Will Study
Whole System.
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Is Is said. Is
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the union men
men broki i).
Dells

EVENING

HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALIiUQUERQUE,
, AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
LEADING EAST AND
WEPT FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 HUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x141
FEET, LAID OUT WITH I! ROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
HEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PURLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
HELEN
THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE W INERT; THREE HOTELS. RESTAURANTS. ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE.
LEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
N. M

0C4r0000000

oo iCHKctototoottoeoe 0
mK

COME

TO BELEN, N, M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
jOHN

BECKER,

Pres

Im-

WM. M. BER6ER, Sec'y

Kmmy99KmtB9t9m
9mm9KmK9m
A Railway

to
ic

n

Center

H

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OYER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEBD A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD,
NEWSPAPER.
OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EAST PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
TY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH
WITH

S

MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS
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entered the Harvey eating house, biw
companled by anoiher man. He had
ANOTHER AUCTION
LOCAL,
nan a quarrel with I.ohato previous
to the shooting.
Morris claims that
the shooting was done In self de
Wednesday, April 3, 1:30 n. m 114
fense.
South Seventh street, at
home of
Charles Elwyn, of the American Miss Mllly Kaplan. I will the
sell the en
Lumber company band, will leave for tire furnishings of her nicely
furnishhis home n onkland City, III., to ed
home at public auction.
WF.viui.it roHixwsr.
night.
thp
one
best
Is
of
Mr.
F.lwvri
1.
refrigerator,
Partly
consists
of
April
furniture
'olo..
Ienver.
musicians In the band anil his desteel range, linoleum, kitchen
cloudy nr. 'I biiiiiut tonlftht and parture
will 1. regretted.
utensils, dishes, glassware, oak dining
Tuesday.
y
Horabin-Mi'Maffee dining chairs, library table,
tame,
The city office of the
Wo have Just oMncd up a fin new line of BojrV, Youth' and
company and the Santa center tables, rockers, chairs, couch.
Ik in
Uu Anililan. if Sun IVdn
Children's suit of the laMcwt Designs and fabrics.
lt.irbarji Tie A 1 v!lo company, A. R Morris chair, office desk nnd chair.
the rlly.
MctlafTey. manager, has been moved hall tree, 2 large Hrussells rugs, carH A. Moore,
of .11 Junta, wii.h In from
the (J rant building to room 3, pets, i brass and Iron beds, folding
town Sunday.
bed. springs, mattresses, 3 book cases,
First National bank building.
hlmonier, stoves, porch settee and
Charles C. Speer. f Uliinin. xpent
V. Walter, of St. Louis, who
Louis
before sale.
Siimliiy in the city.
has been visiting friends In Albuquer- etc. See goods Tuesday,
SCOTT KNIGHT,
Wlllliim Campbell, of Ciillup, spent que for the past few months, left last
Auctioneer.
Sunday In thf city.
night for the Zunl mountain camp
o
company,
.Mr. nnil Mrs. C. M. WelK (if Helen, of the American Lumber
iiavi: vol ii moTo TKr:x
wore KUi'sts hi the city over Sunday. where he will he employed during tha NOW. STAMP ncrrilKH 25 CKNTS
I'KIt lOZi: AMI I I'. KODAK FINJ. Nchuchiit. ff New Yolk city, In summer..
A. K. Coon, member of the Inn of ISHING a spi:ci viTY.
among the visitors from iifnr toluy.
nil- Corliss & Coon, collar nnd shirt mak- LOW COVKItM ON JAPANKSK SILK.
(liPKory l'uife. hotelkerper nt (liil- - ers
In Al- one work is
of
been
who
has
Chicago,
guarantki:.
lup, Is In the city nn court husliifss buquerque
for the past week Investi- STAItll KTiniO, 216 AVKS1' GOLD
I'hlllii Jnei'ls, of I.oh l.unns. vlnlted gating an Investment proposition In A Vr.N IE,
friends In the city over Sunday.
the Itlo Crande valley, left last evenDON'T OYERIiOOK THE FACT
ing for his home.
Mrs. F. ('. oherchtiln. of Wlnslow
LMI.lt CAN SAVE
spent Sumlny In this city with
Charles Schleter left for his home TIIXT .1. F. PA
to
to
friends.
in Clayton, N. M.. Saturday evening VOir MONEY ON GROCERIES AND
54)1
N. FIRST
FRESH MEATS,
It. Winters
and Frank after having attended to a meeting STREET.
Messrs.
Hill, of Itot-Island. 111., are tourists of the Sheep Sanitary board. Mr.
Schfeter Is a newly appointed memin the city.
oath of
Hon. F.UKPUio Uoniero returned to ber of the board andto had theSaturday.
him
Idis Vegas this morning Hfter a short oflice administered
Contractor Frank Italph. together Genuine American block, per
visit In the city.
ton
tt.M
A. J. Frank, the mining uiuu. left with a gang of his plasterers, left last
for Helen, where they will do Cerrlllos Lamp
last night for Mexico, where tie has night
t.50
new
ho.
Tlutz
plaster
on
the
the
work
mining Interests.
Anthracite Nnt
$.B
building
about
tel.
contains
This
$39.00
A. O. O. Cook, the mining man, ri
forty rooms hiwI will keep the plas- Anthracite mixed
In Russian and
a
Well Made
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
turned to Mexico last night, after
terers at work for about a week.
In
the city.
short stay
$9.50
sixes
A special meeting Is called by the
Kulin rfbieXTdthet
Blouse Styles
$0.00
Mrs. Oscar Littering and Mrs. A. T. president of the ilotall Merchants Clean Gas Coke
and Stylish
(Crimes, both of Sablnnl, are In the association to be held In the offices
WOOD.
city visiting and shopping.
of said association, rooms 21 and 23, Green Mill Wood, per load. , . .$2.25
We would call particular attention to our suits for young mm. We
Morn, yesterday to Mr. and Mrs. Whiting block. April 2, nt 7:30 p. m.,
have them from $ tip to $23.50, for a Hart. SclialTner & Marx.
Merry Spniigler. of 317 South Kdith for the purpose of electing a secre
IV.
&
Also all sorts of furnltdUngs for young men and boys.
tary and other business of import
street ,a boy weighing nine pounds.
Both Phones.
A crowd so large that many of ance.
Walker Evans, advertising agent
them hnd to stand enjoyed the band
for a large Irrigation company which
concert nt the Casino yesterday.
The dinner guests at the Alvarado will operate on lands In the valley of I--L
were not only treated to an extra fine the Itlo Grande adjacent to this city,
of left last evening for St. Louis en route 10 lbs. Nice Extracted Honey for
dinner, but a special program
to Chicago. He will return to AlbuKaster music.
Order by Postal.
querque In a
nnd will spend a W. P. $1.00.
Hon. H. O. Hursum, chairman of portion of the month
Alien, Box 202, Albuquerque.
summer here In the Incentral terest of his employes.
the territorial republican
committee. Is at his ranches In SoGeorge Sweetland and W. K.
corro county.
have acquired Interests In the
There will be a regular meeting of Albuquerque laundry, with J. A
1,
M.,
at
T.
O.
No.
U
Alamo hive
Hubbs, and will take an active part
Odd Fellows' hall, tomorrow after- In the management of the Institution
noon at 2:30 oclock.
Hoth Mr Sweetland and Mr. Grimlaundry men,
Re sure and secure your seats for mer are experienced
the Juvenile Minstrel performance and Mr. Hubbs Is fortunate In secur
s.
ing their
this evening. Keats on sale at
Curtain rises at 8:30.
115-11- 7
Hon. Solomon Luna, president uf
J. II. O'ltellly, general manager for the sheep sanitary board, who has
Between Railroad and Copper A ve. , Tel. 74
the Occidental Life Insurance com- been here in attendance upon the.
pany, returned Saturday night from sessions oft the board, left Sunday fo-Magdaleua.
trip to Arizona.
From there he will go
a policy-sellin- g
to his sheep ranches in western So
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Tt. H.
corro county to spend two montha
of 203 North Edith street, Sunsays that Mr. Luna says the prospects for a
day, a girl. The
were never better In
she will be called Helen Mae Klwood. big .lambing
J. A. Itarnes, capitalist of Chicago, Socorro county.
D. J. Rankin, the engineer, who is
STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
who has been In Albuquerque recently looking Into possible investments, superintending the construction of
bridge across the Rio Grande at
HARNESS
left last night for the Windy City.
SADDLERY
I'ena Rlanca, being built by the DoWord reached the city Saturday mingo
Lumber company, spent Sunnight of the resignation of Prof. K
in the city with his family. He
MQKMTB rOR
J. Vert as president of the Las Vegas day
says
100 feet of the new
that
His successor has bridge has about
normal school.
finished.
been
The
entire
not been named
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery
structure will be over 600 feet long,
A regular meeting of the Fraternal
Hon. R. L. liaca, who occupied the
lirotherhood will be held tonight. chair
as speaker of the house of the
April 1, at the Elks lodge rooms. ReJohn Deere Plows and Implements
assembly
freshments will be served after the made ha week's-eu- d legislative
visit in Albuquer
meeting,
que and left today for his home at W) McCormick Mowers and Repairs
Winona Wagons
Elza White, a member of the Sheep Santa Fe.
He will return to thU
Sanitary board, who was In town city during the week to visit friends
Saturday to attend a meeting of the and relatives and attend to business
board, left Sunday morning for his matters.
As speaker of the house
home In Uoswell.
Mr. Haca won the esteem and friend
of Hie ship of every man on
Mrs. C. E. Cramer, wife
the floor
traveling engineer of the lialdwln whether or not they agreed with him
spent
today
Al
works,
in
Locomotive
politically "or not.
The speaker, as
buquerque, from her home at Helen, he often remarked, could not see
shopping and visiting friends.
well out of one eye and could not
Don't fall to see marvelous Pruk- - hear plainly with one ear, which
ero, masterful exponent of Intricate often prevented him from acknowl
contortlonal feats, with the famous edging the call of a member of the
"Itufus Rastus" minstrels at the Elks minority. When the sessions closed
however, the little Santa Fe man had
opera house, Wednesday evening.
warmer friends than among those
Harry W. Kelly, vice president of no
often allowed to stand and
the Sheep Sanitary board, returned who were
shout In vain for recognition.
to his home In East Las Vegas Satur
Walker Evans, advertising agent
day night after attending the meeting
for an Irrigation company, who was a
of the board held here Saturday,
guest
last week at the Alvarado, de
Mrs. Jack McOlnnis and sister. Miss
last night for St. Louis and on
Helen O'Hearn, the singer, left last parted
present at the mar
night for Denver, where Mrs. O'Hearn Tuesday will be
1J
rlage of his brother-in-laR.
and her second daughter, Miss May, Crane,
son
of the general passenger
will join them In a few weeks.
agent of the Wabash railroad, to Miss
Mrs. Silbernagle left this morning Natalie Adams of St.
Louis.
The
for her home In Ohio.
She Ls a bride is known In Albuquerque. She
soprano Is a niece of the founder of the fa
singer with a beautiful
voice and she will be greatly missed mous McCormlck Implement concern
by her many friends lit Albuquerque. und the Inventor of the McCormlck
United States Marshal C. M. Fora-ke- r binder, which revolutionized
the
went to Las Cuces last night to harvesting of grain. When Mr. Evans
attend United States court, which last evening attempted to get aecomo
opened there this morning. He was dations on the limited he experienced
accompanied by Deputy W. K. For- some difficulty und found it necessary
bes.
to wire Mr. Crane. Matters were fin
T. D. Hums, Sr., of Tlerm Amaril-lo- , ally adjusted Just In time for him to
have
spent the latter part of last week catch the truln. "I wouldn't
in the city, having come to town to missed that wedding for a farm," he
attend the sheep sanitary board, said as he climbed aboard, "but
which was In session here Saturday. was afraid the limited would be, too
secure
to
a
me
crowded
for
berth
and
Mr. Burns left for his northern New
I couldn't wait until Monday. I'd look
Mexico home Sunday morning.
nice going to a wedding In a smoking
Judge George U. Craig Is suffering car,
wouldn t I?
quite severely with rheumatism In hij
I
Tt wua wlMt snmA diffi
lou'pr linitiH
Forget the cares and worries of
culty thut he managed to get down to life by going to the Juvenile Minstrels
mouth rirtt
tia,dot,tia,4 OS, North
police court this morning to hoar Monday night ond spending an even
Albuquerque,,
rtrmftromt
the cases set before him.
log of genuine fun.
' Judge John K. McFie has granted
o
a change of venue in the case of John
Just received 'a big assortment of
express
messenger,
Morris, the
who women s white and gray canvas ox
Is churged with murdering Catalino fords, with leather or covered heels,
Lobato, at Lumy station last fall. The light, flexible soles, plain toes, large
case will come fur trial in San Juan eyelets, ribbon ties. They make daincounty.
Morris shot Lobato as he ty shoes to wear with your new dress.
Prices range from $1.50 to $2.00. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
OFFICE MAXAGFJt, ltOOKKF.F.P- Kit. A II1LST CLASS HISINKSS
MAN WANTS POSITION AS OFFICE
lon't fail to see tlie Juvenile MinMANAGER OH BOOKKEEPER. IS strels at the opera house Monday
NOW
EMPLOYED, AND WELL night. April 1st. Albuquerque's most
face,
KNOWN IN AMIlytKltniK. PRICE talented little ones In blaek
will
25.0O PER WEEK. ADDRESS II. II. hi i nun and dances
make you
V
laugh till you cry.
CITIZEN OFFICE.

AND

New Line of

PERSONAL.

Buy a Pair of our

They look no !mnppy that you will feel plenaed with yourself
No
when you wear them. Thev fit perfectly from the heirlnnlnK.
pinching or unsightly wrinkles. They last so lonn nnd are so closely
priced tht they will prove a g'
Investment.

H

iun Metal. Vlcl Kll Hox Onlf

Shoes: Patent Colt.

$2.60, $2.75, $3.00, $3. DO, $4.00

Men's Swell Oxfords: Patent Colt. (Sun Metal. Vicl Kid

$2.50, $3.00. $3.50 $4.00

Women's Stvllsh Shoes: Patent

KM Vlco Kid.

Oun Metal

$2.50. $3.00, $3.60, $4.00, $5.00

Kid....

Women's Iaintv Oxfords: Patent Kid. Oun Metal, Vlcl

$2 00, $2.25, $2.60, $3.00, $3.50

Children's Shoes and Slippers, nent and dressy

$1.25, $1.60, $1.75, $2.00, $2.50

118-12-

S.

0

for Coffee

2nd.

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu. .Coffees
Packages, tSc and S5c per lb.
1 tb. tins. 45c.

I
I

tins, 85c.
.tins, $1.00.

b.
lb

Capitol Coffee
I -- lb.

bucket,

'

11.00.

premium,

with

1-

Something unique
Bulk coffee, too to 40c

GEO.

W.

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
2 - lb. tins, tOc.
nothing like It In the city. Try

a

can.

.

School
Suits

Wash
Suits

$3

$1

$7.50

$3.50

ihoto

out

COAL

H. HAHN

HAM
BRIO
Headquarters

C. N.

Boy's Clothes

1

Stylish Easter Shoes

Men's Swell

1. HWT.

CO.

ON

Y

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Mat-son'-

NORTH FIRST STREET

niCKOX

T. T. MATNARD

d,

god-fath-

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWFLERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE AIICU FRONT

SOUTH

SECOND

THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

Plumbers

W R.R.Ave.

321-32-

3

ST.

GO.

5S

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Our
Line of

Savin
Ice Pads

'

White

Refrig-

erators

Ice
Cream

is the
most

Freezers

complete
in the city

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A new supply of ,Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

II

mm

THE

RAILROAD

AVE

0

--

u.--

rf.

iti'inn

The

iD'

O
O
O
O

Wholesale Distributors

o

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

4)

O

tt

Harvesting Machinery
Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - FULLY WARRANTED
set-

i

ISBIB
f

Dliseedi. Watches, Jewelry, Cat iwi
roar trade sn1 tvsrttit.e a OUJf

0

Palace

Diamond

thirty-sevent-

STETSON i

SPECIAL 1

The

finest production of the best Hat
Makers of this country is the Stetson
Special Derby for 1907.
We received
it by express so it's late right up to the

minute. All the newest novelties in
soft hats are on display.
dt dt

rtr.

tt

Write
mtrt

NeMexlGO

Home Insurance the Best

;r mTi;i-:-

to

i

;i:kati,y ix

A M tKIM'ATfKI

WHICH tilVF.S

WE

I'Oll.TltY FOOI UKMOST

THU

Mexico and Arlsona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West shoutd stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home insurance is year by year receiving
more and mora Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here?
It can if
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

KNOWN. IT fillF.ATI.Y INCHF.ASKS
TIIK VAUiti VllOIH t'IIOX AM) IT
MAkl S FlIIt'KF.NS OltOW VFUY
ItM'IHI.V.
F. V. FFK. 02 SOI Til

riioxi:

rnt.sT sTitKKT.

i.

Our ItOCGIl DHV work aon'a have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.

Have you any musical in
trument that needs repairs?
Bring it or ship it to
Learnard & Lindemann
I.argegt music dealers In the souththe services of

west mho have engaged

H. K Spencer
expert

repairman,

STTIOBKI:

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

formerly of the
Chicago. III.

Address Home Office,

FACTORY.

u

1

iiOii

refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition present Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New

CANNOT

i:sf. voi it rxiu l'ltnrcTiox
INTKKXATIONAI, lfH'IritV FOOD
t 'it

V.

U.lilOVFKQVi:.

(iOLD
MOW

p

rialty.

vi:.
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Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALOUQUERQUEflN. M.
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